
Abstract 

LOWRY, JASON ALLEN. Molecular and Evolutionary Analysis of the GATA 
Transcription Factor Family.  (Under the direction of William R. Atchley.) 
 
 The objective of this research has been to characterize the evolution of the GATA 

family of transcription factors through phylogenetic, molecular, and biochemical analyses.  

From a phylogenetic perspective, we address three major questions.  First, does this protein 

family represent a monophyletic or polyphyletic group?  Second, what methods of gene or 

modular duplication are utilized within different organisms to propagate and maintain this 

group of proteins?  Third, what are the structural or functional constraints on evolution of the 

conserved DNA-binding domain?  These questions are addressed through a combination of 

computational and molecular methods.  Phylogenetic analyses provide evidence of 

monophyletic origin for the GATA family followed by gene duplication and modular 

evolution, accompanied by considerable divergence outside the conserved zinc finger DNA-

binding domain.  Genomic comparisons permit the tracing of GATA factor evolution and 

provide insight into mechanisms utilized by respective organisms.  Finally, mutational and 

biochemical analyses enable the separation of phylogenetic and structural/functional 

constraints on the conserved zinc finger DNA-binding domain.  The result of this research is 

a predictive motif for classifying potentially homologous proteins to be discovered in future 

studies.   
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Introduction 

 The wealth of genomic, transcriptional, and protein data currently being generated 

has dramatically changed the terrain upon which biologists and other scientists conduct their 

research.  Forty years after Zukerkandl and Pauling (1962) first proposed that a temporal 

estimate of evolutionary divergence between two homologous proteins was possible by 

comparing sequence data, we are capable of comparing entire genome sequences of multiple 

organisms.  Certainly, these advances will enable researchers to address several major 

questions of evolutionary biology, including the genome duplications within the vertebrate 

lineage proposed by Ohno (1970), introns-early (Gilbert 1987; de Souza et al. 1998) versus 

introns-late (Orgel and Crick 1980; Cavalier-Smith 1985; Sharp 1985; Patthy 1999), and the 

origin and evolution of protein domains.   

Our group has focused on the evolution of several types of DNA-binding domains 

including helix-loop-helix, helix-turn-helix, and zinc fingers (Atchley et al. 1994; Atchley 

and Fitch 1997; Morgenstern and Atchley 1999; Rosinski and Atchley 1999; Lowry and 

Atchley 2000).  A portion of this dissertation describes the molecular evolution of a subgroup 

of zinc finger proteins.  The zinc finger domain has been categorized into four distinct classes 

based upon the amino acids involved in the chelation of the zinc atom (Harrison 1991).  The 

founding members of the zinc finger superfamily, Cys2His2 zinc fingers, are among the most 

common DNA-binding domains within eukaryotic transcription factors including TFIIIA, the 

first to be identified (Hanas et al. 1983; Brown et al. 1985; Wolfe et al. 2000).   

The zinc finger proteins studied here, known as GATA proteins, represent a group of 

transcriptional regulators characterized by inclusion of one or two type IV (Cys2/Cys2) zinc 

finger domains.  The structure is similar to that of other types of zinc fingers where a pair of 
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antiparallel β-sheets are followed by an α-helix that is situated within the DNA major groove 

(Pavletich and Pabo 1991; Omichinski et al. 1993).  This group was named based upon the 

consensus binding site HGATAR (where H = A, T, or C; R = A or G) identified through 

selective and competitive binding assays (Ko and Engel 1993; Merika and Orkin 1993; Sakai 

et al. 1998).  This domain has also demonstrated involvement in protein-protein interactions 

with such cofactors as FOG (Friend of GATA) and FOG-2, and LIM-Only (Tsang et al. 

1997; Ono et al. 1998; Lu et al. 1999; Svensson et al. 1999).   

Functionally, fungal GATA proteins have been primarily implicated in nitrogen 

metabolism regulation, both positive and negative (Caddick et al. 1986; Fu and Marzluf 

1990; Minehart and Magasanik 1991; Haas et al. 1995; MacCabe et al. 1998; Magasanik and 

Kaiser 2002) (Cunningham and Cooper 1991; Stanbrough et al. 1995; Froeliger and 

Carpenter 1996).  Vertebrate GATA proteins help to regulate transcription of many genes 

including the globin genes (Evans et al. 1988; Martin et al. 1989; Talbot and Grosveld 1991), 

the T-cell receptor (Joulin et al. 1991), myosin heavy chain (Jiang and Evans 1996), and 

cardiac troponin (Ip et al. 1994).  Clearly, transcriptional regulators are necessary for 

maintaining the proper expression levels and patterns of their targets.  Developmental and 

regulatory problems can arise in the event the GATA zinc finger domain is mutated, 

truncated, or lost as described in several recent studies (Momeni et al. 2000; Ludecke et al. 

2001; Malik et al. 2001; Mehaffey et al. 2001; Hilton et al. 2002; Wechsler et al. 2002; Yu et 

al. 2002a).   

 Within the following chapters, we employ molecular and evolutionary techniques to 

address several aspects of the evolution of GATA proteins.  In the first chapter, we attempt to 

reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships within this protein family.  A predictive motif is 
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also generated to identify novel GATA proteins within genomic and expressed sequence tag 

(EST) databases, which is precisely the content of the second chapter.  There, we further 

examine the EST database for evidence of alternative splicing and junctional (intron) sliding.  

The third chapter provides molecular and biochemical data to test the evolutionary limits, 

with respect to DNA-binding, of the GATA zinc finger domain.  Finally, the dissertation 

concludes with a brief review of our findings as well as potential directions for future 

research.   
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Summary 

The GATA-binding transcription factors comprise a protein family whose members 

contain either one or two highly conserved zinc finger DNA-binding domains.  Members of 

this group have been identified in organisms ranging from cellular slime mold to vertebrates, 

including plants, fungi, nematodes, insects, and echinoderms.  While much work has been 

done describing the expression patterns, functional aspects, and target genes for many of 

these proteins, an evolutionary analysis of the entire family has been lacking.  Herein we 

show that only the C-terminal zinc finger (Cf) and basic domain, which together constitute 

the GATA-binding domain, are conserved throughout this protein family.  Phylogenetic 

analyses of amino acid sequences demonstrate distinct evolutionary pathways.  Analysis of 

GATA factors isolated from vertebrates suggests the six distinct vertebrate GATAs are 

descended from a common ancestral sequence, while those isolated from non-vertebrates 

(with the exception of the fungal AREA orthologs and Arabidopsis paralogs) appear to be 

related only within the DNA-binding domain and otherwise provide little insight into their 

evolutionary history.  These results suggest multiple modes of evolution, including gene 

duplication and modular evolution of GATA factors based upon inclusion of a class IV zinc 

finger motif.  As such, GATA transcription factors represent a group of proteins related 

solely by their homologous DNA-binding domains.  Further analysis of this domain 

examines the degree of conservation at each amino acid site using the Boltzmann entropy 

measure, thereby identifying residues critical to preservation of structure and function.  

Finally, we construct a predictive motif that can accurately identify potential GATA proteins. 
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Introduction 

The GATA-binding family of transcription factors constitutes a subgroup of DNA-

binding proteins whose members both bind a consensus HGATAR motif and contain the 

class IV zinc finger motif.  Most of the proteins described to date include one or two zinc 

fingers fitting the consensus sequence CX2CX17-18CX2C followed by a basic region.  In those 

proteins containing two zinc fingers, the GATA-binding domain is comprised of the C-

terminal zinc finger (Cf) and successive basic domain. 

Generally speaking, there appears to be evolutionary conservation with regard to 

function.  Many GATA factors in organisms studied thus far activate or inactivate genes in 

response to an environmental deficiency and/or to extract an element (i.e. iron, nitrogen, etc.) 

from the surroundings.  Within fungi, some GATA factors act as positive regulators of 

nitrogen metabolism and are required to activate expression of nitrogen catabolic enzymes 

during periods of nitrogen deficiency.  Examples include the AREAs (Caddick et al. 1986; 

MacCabe et al. 1998; Haas et al. 1995) and orthologous genes (Fu and Marzluf 1990; 

Froeliger and Carpenter 1996; Stanbrough et al. 1995; Minehart and Magasanik 1991).  

Conversely, a negative regulator of nitrogen metabolism, DAL80, has also been identified in 

S. cerevisiae (Cunningham and Cooper 1991).  Additional fungal GATA factors have 

acquired diverse functions.  For example, both WC1 and WC2 in N. crassa are involved in 

blue light-regulated photomorphogenesis and circadian regulation (Ballario et al. 1996; 

Crosthwaite et al. 1997).  SRD1, also found in baker’s yeast, may play a role in pre-rRNA 

processing (Hess et al. 1994).  URBS1, SREA, and SRE, three of the six known fungal 

factors with two zinc fingers, repress biosynthesis of iron chelators called siderophores in U. 
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maydis, A. nidulans, and N. crassa respectively (Voisard et al. 1993; Zhou et al. 1998).  

Since GAF2 of S. pombe (fission yeast) and SREP from P. chrysogenum also have two zinc 

finger domains separated by a region comparable to that of URBS1, SREA, and SRE, they 

probably function similarly. 

Within vertebrates, six GATA factors have been characterized that are expressed in a 

variety of tissues.  GATA-1,-2,-3 comprise one subgroup while GATA-4, -5,-6 constitute the 

other.  A distinctive but overlapping pattern of expression, both temporally and spatially, has 

been established for these six proteins.  GATA-1,-2,-3 are differentially expressed in cells of 

erythroid lineage (i.e., megakaryocytes, progenitor cells, embryonic brain cells, primitive 

erythroblasts, endothelial cells, eosinophils, testis, etc.).  Conversely, GATA-4,-5,-6 are 

detected in endodermally derived tissues (heart, lung, stomach, intestine, ovary, blood 

vessels, etc.).  Furthermore, numerous target genes have been identified for vertebrate GATA 

factors.  Important targets, among many, for GATA-1 in red blood cells are the globin genes 

(Evans et al. 1988; Martin et al. 1989; Talbot and Grosveld 1991).  Preproendothelin I is a 

candidate target gene for GATA-2 in endothelial cells (Kawana et al. 1995).  GATA-3, 

expressed in T-cells, plays a role in regulating the T-cell receptor (Joulin et al. 1991).  

Targets for GATA-4 include myosin heavy chain, actin, and cardiac troponin (Jiang and 

Evans 1996; Ip et al. 1994).   

Herein, we explore the evolutionary relationships among eighty-nine proteins that 

contain at least one GATA-type zinc finger.  These proteins have been isolated from thirty 

different organisms (see Table 1.1 for a complete list of all GATA proteins and organisms 

included in our analyses).  While the C-terminal zinc finger (Cf) and basic domain have been 

conserved throughout evolution, there appear to be no other conserved regions across all 
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GATA factors.  However, it should be noted that GATA-binding capability has not been 

demonstrated for every protein included in this analysis.  Furthermore, we address questions 

regarding sequence variability and its impact on structure in the DNA-binding domain.  First, 

we measure the extent of sequence variability permitted while preserving the tertiary 

structure and function of this domain.  Using this information, we can construct a predictive 

model identifying the primary structure of the GATA-binding zinc finger domain.   
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Materials and Methods 

Sequence Analysis 

We collected members of the GATA family from the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank 

sequence database by keyword and query search (BLAST) using the conserved type IV zinc 

finger domain.   We identified eighty-nine full length protein sequences, including eleven 

hypothetical GATA proteins, as well as three partial sequences (consisting of the zinc finger 

and C-terminal domain only) isolated from thirty different species (Table 1.1).  The amino 

acid sequences were aligned using the ClustalW algorithm (Thompson et al. 1994) and 

subsequent improvement by eye.  Neighbor Joining (NJ) trees (Saitou and Nei 1987) were 

constructed based upon the p-distance (fraction of sites that are different), gamma distance, 

and Poisson correction within the MEGA package (Kumar et al. 1994). Gapped sites in the 

alignments were deleted in pairwise comparisons, i.e., these sites were not informative.  The 

final step was to perform 500 replications of the non-parametric bootstrap to measure support 

for the topology.  Overall, we found the topologies generated with the different metrics to be 

concordant.  We then submitted the alignment and NJ treefile to PAML (Phylogenetic 

Analysis by Maximum Likelihood) and enlisted the Jones Taylor Thornton (JTT) substitution 

matrix to calculate the branch lengths (Yang 1997).  We constructed trees for a) the entire 

protein sequence; b) each individual zinc finger with subsequent basic domain, DNA binding 

or otherwise; and c) the flanking regions.  STKA, isolated from cellular slime mold (D. 

discoideum), served as the outgroup in our analysis (Chang et al. 1996).  This protein was 

outgrouped since cellular slime mold diverged from the other mitochondrial eukaryotes 

(crown eukaryotes) earlier than any other organism in our analysis. 
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Estimating sequence variability 

Statistical analyses of protein sequences present complications since amino acid 

symbols lack any natural ordering or underlying metric.  Recent works suggest analyses 

using such concepts as entropy and mutual information (Schneider et al. 1986; Clarke 1995; 

Herzel and Grosse 1995; Roman-Roldan et al. 1996).  Along these lines, we used the 

Boltzmann entropy E as employed by Shannon (1949).  This Boltzmann-Shannon statistic 

measures the amount of variation among amino acid categories at each site.  It is defined as: 

E = -ΣPi log2 Pi 

where Pi represents the relative frequency of residues in category i (where Pi log2 Pi = 0 if Pi = 

0).  Hence, if all the elements are in the same category, then E = 0 for that site.  E increases 

as the number of categories is increased, with the theoretical maximum value being log2(n), 

with n representing the number of categories.  Gaps were not considered in the calculation of 

E.  We computed the Boltzmann-Shannon statistic at each site allowing each amino acid to 

represent a separate category in our calculation of E (n = 20).   

 

Ancestral sequence reconstruction 

 Based on the most parsimonious tree generated using only the conserved zinc finger 

domains, we attempted to reconstruct the ancestral sequences at particular nodes.  We 

enlisted the program PROTPARS of the PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1993) package to perform the 

analyses.   
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Results 

Phylogenetic Analysis of GATA Proteins 

Phylogenetic analysis of the full length GATA protein sequences yields two 

drastically different patterns of protein evolution (Figure 1.1).  The evolutionary pathway of 

GATA factors among non-vertebrates appears to be much different from that within 

vertebrates.  The topology for the vertebrate sequences is well resolved, suggesting a 

paralogous pattern of gene divergence, i.e., evolution by gene duplication.  Strong support for 

this region of the tree is given (within the NJ tree, 22/33 bootstrap values >90%).  These 

findings suggest that vertebrate GATA proteins arose from a common ancestor, i.e., they 

have a common origin. 

However, given the hypothesis that the vertebrate lineage underwent two major 

duplication events following the separation of Amphioxus and Craniata (Figure 1.2A) (Ohno 

1970; Holland et al. 1994; Pebusque et al. 1998; Sidow 1996), we must attempt to explain 

the existence of six vertebrate GATAs as opposed to four or eight (Figure 1.2B).  The first 

question to address is whether there were one or two GATA genes within the deuterostome 

ancestor.  Given the bootstrap support of the NJ tree (94%, not shown), the branching pattern 

of Drosophila dGATAa and dGATAc relative to the vertebrate GATAs suggests that there 

were two ancestral deuterostome GATAs.  dGATAa shares a common ancestor with GATA-

4, -5, and -6 while dGATAc and GATA-1, -2, and -3 also have a common ancestor (Figure 

1.1).  Therefore, we favor the hypothesis that the ancestral vertebrate organism had two 

GATAs, proposing that an independent gene duplication occurred prior to the 

protostome/deuterostome divergence (yielding dGATAa and dGATAc in Drosophila and 

two ancestral deuterostome GATAs).  Together, the two major duplication events produced 
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the separate GATA-4,-5,-6 and GATA-1,-2,-3 genes, along with two that have either been 

lost (pseudogenes) or simply have yet to be cloned.  Expression patterns for the GATA 

factors correlates well with the proposed pattern of gene duplication.  GATA 1/2/3  are 

expressed in cells of erythroid lineage while GATA 4/5/6 are found in gut-derived 

(endodermal) tissues.  Divergence within the regulatory regions of the ancestors of the two 

subfamilies would account for their different expression patterns.  Further support is gained 

by comparison of their exon/intron structure where GATA 1/2/3 share similar structure as do 

GATA 4/5/6 (MacNeill et al. 1997). 

The presence of six distinct GATA factors within amphibians suggests that each of 

these gene duplications occurred prior to the origin of amphibians approximately 360 million 

years ago (Benton 1990), consistent with Figure 1.2A.  Due to the pseudotetraploid genome 

of Xenopus laevis (Thiebaud and Fischberg 1977), GATA-1,5,6 each have two slightly 

divergent genetic loci characterized in the literature.  The absence of a duplicated locus for 

GATA-2, -3, or -4 is probably a consequence of insufficient sampling for the second gene. 

Compared to the topology of the vertebrate GATAs, that of the non-vertebrate 

proteins is less resolved (Figure 1.1).  Of the thirty-five factors identified in fungi, twenty-

nine possess only a single zinc finger domain.  Five of the six proteins with two zinc fingers 

differ from those described within vertebrates regarding the spacing of the fingers.  Many of 

the clades involving non-vertebrate proteins arise deep within the tree and have low bootstrap 

support.  This can be attributed to the lack of conservation, aside from the zinc finger motif, 

or to a lack of homology (i.e., no common ancestry) of the flanking regions.  Based on this 

information, we infer that a modular evolutionary mechanism, such as exon (domain) 

shuffling (Gilbert 1987; Patthy 1995; Patthy 1996), could explain this observation.  
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Although, two well-supported lineages (bootstrap values >95%) are the orthologous AREA 

proteins and the four paralogous Arabidopsis GATAs.  The AREA proteins have been shown 

to have similar functions to one another in agreement with the phylogeny (Davis and Hynes 

1987; Fu and Marzluf 1990; Haas and Marzluf 1995; Froeliger and Carpenter 1996).   

 

Evolution of the Motif and Tandem Repeats 

An interesting question is the origin of the multiple copies of the zinc finger domain.  

Of the eighty-nine full length and three partially sequenced GATA factors included in our 

analyses, forty-five contain two zinc fingers.  Thirty-three GATA proteins have been 

identified in vertebrates, all of which contain two zinc fingers.  The remaining twelve are 

from sea urchin (2), D. melanogaster (2), C. elegans (1), silkmoth (1), and fungi (6).  Based 

upon the phylogenetic tree produced in Figure 1.1, a reasonable inference would be that the 

ancestral GATA factor had a single zinc finger domain.  Those factors with two zinc fingers 

would have evolved through one or more tandem duplication events.  Looking at the region 

separating the two zinc fingers, we must consider two hypotheses: (1) a single tandem 

duplication event followed by an insertion in the ancestor of GAF2, SREP, SREA, URBS1, 

and SRE; or (2) two separate tandem duplication events.  In either case, note the hypothetical 

S.pombe GATA protein from cosmid c1393 (SPCC1393.08) has two zinc fingers 

homologous to those in C.elegans, Drosophila, sea urchin, and vertebrates.  Therefore, the 

tandem duplication event that resulted in the two fingers of SPCC1393.08 was likely the 

same one that gave rise to ELT-1, dGATAa, dGATAc, SpGATAc, SpGATAe, and the 

known vertebrate GATAs.  This would suggest that this tandem duplication occurred prior to 

the divergence of Fungi and Metazoa.  The two zinc fingers of SRE, GAF2 (S. pombe), 
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SREA, SREP, and URBS1 are separated by 139, 135, 120, 119, and 119 amino acids 

respectively while the vertebrate and SPCC1393.08 zinc fingers are separated by only 29 

residues.  Interestingly, an independent tandem duplication was observed in the areA-300 

mutant in Aspergillus nidulans (Caddick and Arst 1990).  The two fingers in the areA-300 

mutant are separated by 114 amino acids.   

Next, we wanted to examine the evolutionary history of the GATA-type zinc finger.  

Previously, Omichinski and others (1993) had identified a minimal 66 amino acid peptide of 

chicken GATA-1 that contains the C-terminal zinc finger and successive basic domain 

capable of binding the GATA site.  Using only the region of the peptide that actually contacts 

the DNA as the model (residues 162 to 216 of cGATA-1), we aligned the corresponding 

DNA-binding domains from each of the GATA factors to that of chicken GATA-1.  For 

those proteins containing two zinc fingers, two separate Operational Taxonomic Units 

(OTUs), one for each zinc finger and basic domain (Nf: N-terminal finger; Cf: C-terminal 

finger) were analyzed.  With this alignment of the conserved domain, we then constructed a 

second phylogenetic tree (Figure 1.3).  Based on the topology, it is likely that the tandem 

duplication observed in GATA proteins of Drosophila, sea urchin, and vertebrates occurred 

prior to the earliest gene duplication of their common ancestral GATA.  Regarding the two 

Drosophila GATAs which have two zinc finger domains, each finger and successive basic 

domain closely resembles the corresponding regions of the vertebrate and echinoderm 

GATAs, suggesting a gene duplication prior to the divergence of protostomes and 

deuterostomes.  The subsequent gene duplication events within vertebrates occurred before 

the origin of amphibians as they contain at least one ortholog for each of GATA-1 through 

GATA-6.  However, it is likely that the zebrafish genome also contains at least six GATAs 
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(see Table 1.1), but two or more are merely absent from the literature.  Therefore, it is 

probable that all six GATA proteins were present in the common ancestor of jawed 

vertebrates (Gnathostomata). 

Under this assumption, we attempted to reconstruct the ancestral GATA sequences 

for each of the tandemly duplicated vertebrate zinc fingers and the fungal AREA orthologs 

(Figure 1.4).  The ancestral sequences are quite divergent, especially in the basic domain, 

suggesting unique functions for each finger.  Within vertebrates, the two zinc finger domains 

have evolved vastly different functions.  In most cases, the Cf is responsible for binding the 

HGATAR cis-element, while the Nf has been shown to have multiple functions.  Perhaps the 

most critical function of the Nf is to participate in protein-protein interactions with GATA 

cofactors such as Sp1 (Merika and Orkin 1995), EKLF (Merika and Orkin 1995), FOG 

(Tsang et al. 1997), FOG-2 (Lu et al. 1999), Ush (Haenlin et al. 1997), and LIM-Only (Ono 

et al. 1998), among others.  It also has been suggested that the Nf confers specificity in the 

binding activity of the C-terminal finger (Martin and Orkin 1990) and/or functions as part of 

an activation domain (Yang and Evans 1992).  Using mouse GATA-1, Whyatt and others 

(1993) have shown that presence of the Nf allows the protein to bind to a weaker site 

(T/C)AAG.  Formerly, there was no evidence the Nf could bind DNA by itself.  More recent 

studies using chicken GATA-2 and GATA-3 have demonstrated the DNA-binding capability 

of the Nf and flanking basic domains (Pedone et al. 1997).  This ability is specific to GATA-

2 and GATA-3 since this basic domain, located eight to fourteen residues amino to the Nf, is 

lacking in the other four vertebrate GATA factors.  DNA-binding specificity studies using 

GATA 1/2/3 have shown all to prefer GATA while GATA-2 and GATA-3 recognize GATC 

equally as well (Ko and Engel 1993).  
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Flanking Regions 

Phylogenetic analysis of the flanking regions of the GATA factors gives further 

evidence of the two separate modes of evolution for vertebrates and fungi (data not shown).  

The strong bootstrap support that was evident in the analysis of the full protein within 

vertebrates is maintained even when the conserved zinc finger domains are removed.  Hence, 

this presents further evidence that vertebrate GATA factors have evolved from a common 

ancestor.  Additionally, as expected, removal of the conserved zinc finger domains from the 

non-vertebrate sequences results in even deeper nodes and less statistical support, again with 

the exception of the AREA orthologs and the four paralogous Arabidopsis GATAs, which 

maintain good resolution and strong support.  This would argue against common ancestry for 

the flanking sequences, suggesting modular evolution via shuffling of the zinc finger 

domains.  Further evidence of modular evolution exists in the identification of other domains 

located within the flanking regions.  For example, three fungal fungal proteins (WC-1, WC-

2, and PBP) all contain the PAS domain, a domain which has been implicated in circadian 

regulation.  Additionally, the fact that the zinc finger domain can be located anywhere within 

the protein lends support to this hypothesis.  For instance, the Nf of GAF2 is located eleven 

amino acids from the N-terminus, whereas those of URBS1, SRE, SREP, and SREA are 

located nearer the middle of the protein chain.   

 

Flexibility in primary and tertiary structure 

In examining this family of transcription factors, we note that the region responsible 

for DNA-binding is relatively well conserved.  A certain degree of conservation of primary 

structure is necessary to maintain functionality of the folded tertiary structure.  First, recall 
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that the conserved motif structure is CX2CX17-18CX2C.  With this in mind, we present some 

intriguing variations to the consensus sequence.  The most recently reported example is 

END-1 (Zhu et al. 1997) which has four residues between the first two cysteines where 

normally there are only two.  The single finger of Ash1p represents the only member with 

twenty amino acids between the second and third cysteines (although, there is no 

experimental evidence that Ash1p binds HGATAR).  Also noteworthy, GATAβ in Bombyx 

mori (silkworm) and chicken GATA5 are two genes in which alternative splicing determines 

the number of GATA-type zinc fingers, either one or two, present in the resultant protein 

(Drevet et al. 1995; MacNeill et al. 1997).  Considering the variations and the structural 

information available, we propose an updated consensus motif and linear model (Figure 1.4, 

bottom). 

To measure the sequence variation, we calculated entropy values (Shannon 1949) for 

each of the sites within the conserved DNA-binding domain (Figure 1.5).  Again, we utilized 

the region delimited by Omichinski et al (1993) using only the fifty-five amino acid region 

that included all contact with the DNA.  Some of the sites within the zinc finger motif appear 

to be under strong selection pressures resulting in very low entropy values.  To begin with 

the most obvious, the four invariant cysteine (C) residues are absolutely necessary to confer 

binding of the zinc ion and are conserved in all GATAs.  The invariant tryptophan (W) 

residue in the loop appears to be critical in maintaining the structural integrity in the metal 

binding region (Omichinski et al. 1993).  Studies using the AREA protein of A. nidulans 

demonstrated a requirement for the conserved leucine (L) residue which precedes the 

tryptophan (Ravagnani et al. 1997).  This leucine makes specific hydrophobic contacts with 

the first two nucleotides of the consensus GATA-binding site (AGATAA) as shown in the 
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resolved tertiary complex (Starich et al. 1998a).  The asparagine (N) located at position 29 

also makes critical specific DNA contacts and is well conserved.  This site falls within the �-

helical region at the C-terminal end of the zinc finger (sites 28-33).  Additionally, structural 

analysis of the murine GATA-1 Nf interaction with FOG implicated six sites that make direct 

contact with this cofactor (Kowalski et al. 1999).  These sites are very well conserved (at 

least 4/6 identical) among all the Nf’s of GATAs with two zinc fingers except for the six 

fungal proteins. 

However, there are many sites within the zinc finger/basic domain that have high 

entropy values (Figure 1.5).  If events causing such variability in the primary structure of the 

motif are propagated, the evolutionary history of this family may be too variable at this level 

to be resolved.  A study comparing the tertiary structures complexed with DNA may be 

necessary to address this problem.  To date, only three such structures have been resolved, 

with one containing a point mutation within the zinc finger (L!V) (Omichinski et al. 1993; 

Starich et al. 1998a; Starich et al. 1998b).  The two native proteins show similar structure 

and DNA contacts within the zinc finger motif.  However, the basic tails make their contacts 

within different grooves of the double helix (AREA-minor groove; cGATA1-major groove).  

This could help to explain the large amount of variability observed in the basic region of the 

DNA-binding domain.   
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Discussion 

 Phylogenetic analyses suggest that the ancestral GATA protein contained only a 

single zinc finger.  We infer that a single tandem duplication event prior to the divergence of 

the Fungal and Metazoan lineages adequately explains the existence of proteins with two 

zinc fingers (Figure 1.6).  An insertion event would account for the larger region of 

separation between the two zinc fingers of the five fungal regulators of siderophore 

biosynthesis (Figure 1.6, arrow).  Within the vertebrate lineage, evolution of the GATA 

proteins has occurred via gene duplications, while non-vertebrate GATAs have undergone 

modular evolution in addition to gene duplication. 

Several more GATA proteins must be cloned and characterized to provide additional 

information regarding the evolutionary history of this complex transcription factor family as 

many questions remain.  First, are there two GATA pseudogenes in vertebrates as we have 

proposed?  Given the hypothesis that the vertebrate lineage underwent two major duplication 

events following the divergence of Amphioxus and Craniata (Figure 1.2A) (Ohno 1970;  

Holland et al. 1994; Pebusque et al. 1998), along with our hypothesis that there were two 

GATAs prior to the protostome/deuterostome divergence, we would expect to find eight 

GATA proteins in vertebrates.  Possible explanations include (i) insufficient sampling, 

leaving two to be discovered, or (ii) distinct events involving some type of single gene 

duplication (i.e., unequal crossing-over).  Successful completion of the human genome 

project will eventually resolve this question, and may uncover two or more GATAs or 

GATA pseudogenes.   

In other organisms, genome and other large-scale sequencing projects have uncovered 

several putative GATA proteins.  The completed genome projects of S. cerevisiae and C. 
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elegans have yielded five and six hypothetical GATA proteins, respectively.  Searching the 

dbEST at NCBI confirmed at least transcription of four of the six hypothetical GATAs in C. 

elegans.   However, it remains unclear as to whether these proteins are expressed and 

function accordingly.  It is also interesting that the S. cerevisiae genome contains no GATA 

proteins with two zinc fingers, especially since S. pombe contains at least two such proteins.  

Within the C.elegans genome, more than 3% of the inferred protein sequences contain 

potential zinc-binding structural domains (Clarke and Berg 1998).  Surprisingly, the C. 

elegans genome contains only one protein, ELT1, with two zinc fingers.  If recent hypotheses 

prevail, those that place nematodes as a sister group to arthropods (Aguinaldo et al. 1997; 

Knoll and Carroll 1999), then we would expect to find another (Figure 1.6).  It is possible 

that each of these organisms has lost one or more GATAs with two zinc fingers.  Also, 

sequencing of chromosome 2R of Drosophila melanogaster has revealed a fourth GATA 

protein.  Comparison to dbEST identified one EST (AI401919) suggesting that this gene is at 

least transcribed.  Whether the protein is functional has yet to be determined.   

 Given the prevalence of GATAs containing a single finger within other organisms, 

why are there no such GATA proteins in vertebrates?  Within Drosophila, it has been 

suggested that dGATAb/serpent is a functional homologue to the whole vertebrate GATA 

family (Rehorn et al. 1996).  Rehorn and others have shown that dGATAb/serpent is 

essential for hematopoiesis, as are GATA1/2/3, and for morphogenesis of the endodermal 

gut, as are GATA4/5/6.  If dGATAb/serpent contains a single zinc finger and is able to 

perform such a broad range of functions, why don’t we see a direct ortholog in vertebrates?  

One possible explanation involves the presence of cofactors such as FOG (Tsang et al. 1997), 

FOG-2 (Lu et al. 1999; Svensson et al. 1999), LIM-Only (Ono et al. 1998), and others that 
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use part of the Nf to form protein complexes.  Perhaps multiple cofactors exist for each of the 

vertebrate GATAs thereby relaxing selection pressures on the single finger GATAs as they 

were no longer essential. 

 Additionally, concerning the observed flexibility in primary structure, what impact do 

the additional amino acids in the GATA-binding domain (particularly of END-1 and ASH-1) 

have on the tertiary structure and, resultantly, the binding strength and specificity of GATA-

binding proteins?  Competitive gel-shift assays and NMR analyses of DNA-protein 

complexes could further demonstrate and characterize their effects. 

 Furthermore, sequences from other organisms (particularly lamprey, hagfish, and 

amphioxus) would enable estimates of the timing of the duplication events to be refined.  

Obtaining sequences from tunicates, crustaceans, and other echinoderms would also be 

useful, especially if a single-finger GATA were cloned.  It is interesting to note that to date, 

no single-finger GATA locus has been identified in a deuterostome organism.  Additionally, 

we might obtain better estimates of events such as the tandem duplication event we have 

proposed.  Specifically, was there only a single tandem duplication as we have postulated, or 

were there more?  Sequencing GATAs from Choanoflagellates, believed to have a common 

ancestor with Metazoa more recent than do the Fungi, could provide an answer this question.  

If multiple tandem duplications have occurred, GATA proteins isolated from jellyfish, 

anemones, or sponges could help to estimate the timing of the tandem duplication within the 

Metazoan lineage.  Likewise, GATAs isolated from members of Zygomycota (bread molds, 

Rhizopus, etc), which diverged from the Ascomycota/Basidiomycota ancestor, may help 

estimate the timing of the tandem duplication within the Fungal lineage. 
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Table 1.1  List of all proteins included in our analyses including source, length in amino acids, and accession  
number.  The accession numbers are from Genbank unless otherwise indicated (SP Swiss-Prot; PIR database). 
The # column corresponds to position on the phylogenetic tree in Figure 1.  The letters "H" and "p" indicate  
"Hypothetical" and "partial" sequences, respectively.  These numbers appear again in Figure 3 for reference. 
    Accession      Accession 
Organism # Protein Length Number   Organism # Protein Length Number 
Vertebrate:       Fungus:     
   Danio rerio  10 GATA-1 418 U18311     Aspergillus nidulans 53 AREA 876 X52491 
      (zebrafish) 86p GATA-2 194+ U18312   81 NSDD 461 U70043 
 5 GATA-3 438 S80425   39 SREA 549 AF095898 
  GATA-4 338 AF191577     Aspergillus niger 52 AREA 882 X81998 
 33 GATA-5 383 AJ242515     Aspergillus oryzae 51 AREA 866 AJ002968 
  GATA-6 383 AF191578     Aspergillus parasiticus 50 AREA 866 AF148539 
   Gallus gallus  14 GATA-1 304 M26209     Fusarium solani f. sp. pisi 76 PBP 457 U23722 
      (chicken) 7 GATA-2 466 X56930     Gibberella fujikuroi 60 AREA 971 Y11006 
 3 GATA-3 444 X56931     Magnaporthe grisea 57 NUT1 956 U60290 
 87p GATA-4 380+ U11887     Metarhizium anisopliae 59 NRR1 944 AJ006468 
 31 GATA-5 391 U11888     Neurospora crassa 58 NIT-2 1036 M33956 
 22 GATA-6 387 U11889   41 SRE 587 AF087130 
   Homo sapiens 13 GATA-1 413 M30601   82 WC-1 1154 X94300 
      (human) 9 GATA-2 474 M77810   77 WC-2 530 Y09119 
 2 GATA-3 444 X55037     Penicillium chrysogenum 40 SREP 532 U48414 
 27 GATA-4 442 L34357   56 AREA 725 U02612 
 21 GATA-6 449 U66075   64 NREB 298 U96385 
   Mus musculus 12 GATA-1 413 X15763     Penicillium roqueforti 55 NMC 860 AJ001530 
      (mouse) 8 GATA-2 480 AB000096     Penicillium urticae 54 NRFA 865 U53137 
 1 GATA-3 443 X55123     Saccharomyces cerevisiae 84 ASH1 588 Z28185 
 26 GATA-4 441 SP:Q08369        (baker's yeast) 62 DAL80/UGA43 269 X60199 
 32 GATA-5 404 U84725   66 GAT1/NIL1 510 U27344 
 20 GATA-6 444 S82462   67 GLN3 730 M35267 
   Rattus norvegicus 11 GATA-1 413 D13518   63 GZF3/DEH1/NIL2 551 X86353 
      (rat) 25 GATA-4 440 L22761   74 SRD1 225 SP:P09007 
 19 GATA-6 441 L22760   80H Cos9375 560 Z47071 
   Xenopus laevis  16 GATA-1A 359 M76566   73H CB15A-2D 133 X07388 
      (frog) 15 GATA-1B 364 M76563   75H Lpb10p/YPL021W 187 U36624 
 6 GATA-2 452 M76564   78H YIR013c 121 SP:P40569 
 4 GATA-3 435 M76565   79H YLR013w 141 Z73185 
 28 GATA-4 392 U45453     Schizosaccharomyces pombe 61 GAF1 290 L31601 
 30 GATA-5A 390 L13701        (fission yeast) 38 GAF2 564 L29051 
 29 GATA-5B 388 L13702   37H SPCC1393.08 557 AL035592 

 24 GATA-6A 391 U45454     Ustilago maydis (smut fungus) 42 URBS1 950 M80547 
 23 GATA-6B 391 Y08865     Zygosaccharomyces rouxii 65 SAT1 327 D83211 
Echinoderm:       Plant:     
   Strongylocentrotus purpuratus 18 GATAc 431 AF077674     Arabidopsis thaliana 83H BAC IG002P16.9 550 AF007270 
      (sea urchin) 88p GATAe 119+ AF077675        (thale cress) 93H C7A10.740 211 Z99708 
Insect:        72 GATA-1 274 Y13648 
   Bombyx mori (silkworm) 35 GATAβ 509 L27451   68 GATA-2 264 Y13649 
   Drosophila melanogaster 34 GATAa/pnr 540 S68798   70 GATA-3 269 Y13650 
      (fruit fly) 49 GATAb/srp 779 X76217   69 GATA-4 240 Y13651 
 17 GATAc/grn 486 D50542       
 89Hp "GATAd" ??? AC005454     Nicotiana tabacum 71 Ntl1-NT7 305 X73111 
Nematode:       Slime mold:     
   Caenorhabditis briggsae 44 ELT-3 249       Dictyostelium discoideum 85 STKA 872 U68754 

   Caenorhabditis elegans 36 ELT-1 416 X57834        
 48 ELT-2 433 U25175        
 43 ELT-3 226 AF146517        
 45 END1 221 AF026555        
 90H END3 242 Z81555        
 47H T24D3 211 Z68121        
 46H C18G1.2 198 AF068708        
 91H C33D3.1 613 Z50027 / Z49867        
 92H F52C12.5 344 AF100657        
  F55A8.1 294 AF067612        
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Figure 1.1  Evolutionary relationships among 85 full length GATA protein sequences 
that contain at least one zinc finger conforming to the conserved sequence 
(CX2-4CX17-20CX2C).  Amino acid sequences were aligned with ClustalW.  
Drawn here is a Neighbor Joining (NJ) tree with branch lengths estimated using the 
JTT substitution matrix in PAML.  Gaps were deleted in pairwise comparisons.  Taxa 
are numbered sequentially from bottom to top for cross reference with Figure 3. 
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Figure 1.2  A) Phylogenetic tree showing the deuterostome lineage as based on the “tree of life” 
(http://phylogeny.arizona.edu/tree/phylogeny.html).  The black ovals represent the two hypothetical 
large-scale duplication events occurring after the divergence of amphioxus.  An approximate time line 
is included for reference.  B) Based on the relative expression patterns, we propose two possible 
explanations for the existence of six GATA proteins in vertebrates.  The top box shows a single 
ancestral GATA protein undergoing two major duplication events, yielding four GATAs.  Two 
independent duplications produce the resultant six vertebrate GATA proteins.  The bottom scenario 
depicts possible events assuming there were two GATA proteins in the ancestral deuterostome 
organism.  These two ancestral GATAs undergo two duplication events resulting in eight distinct 
genetic loci.  Dashed lines indicate that two of these genes have become nonfunctional 
(pseudogenes) resulting in six functional GATAs.   
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(45) END1 C.elegans

(89H) "GATAd" Drosophila
(48) ELT-2 C.elegans

(91H) C33D3.1 C.elegans
(36) ELT-1 C.elegans Cf

(14) GATA-1 Chicken Cf
(11,13) GATA-1 Rat,Human Cf

(12) GATA-1 Mouse Cf
(10) GATA-1 Zebrafish Cf

(16) GATA-1A Xenopus Cf
(15) GATA-1B Xenopus Cf

(17) GATAc Drosophila Cf
(18) GATAc Sea urchin Cf

(1-5) GATA-3 Mouse,Human,Chicken,Xenopus,Zebrafish Cf
(6) GATA-2 Xenopus Cf

(7,8,9) GATA-2 Chicken,Mouse,Human Cf
(86p) GATA-2 Zebrafish Cf

(35) GATAb Silkworm Cf
(49) GATAb Drosophila

(88p) GATAe Sea urchin Cf
(34) GATAa Drosophila Cf

(31) GATA-5 Chicken Cf
(32) GATA-5 Mouse Cf

(29,30) GATA-5A,-5B Xenopus Cf
(33) GATA-5 Zebrafish Cf

(24) GATA-6A Xenopus Cf
(23) GATA-6B Xenopus Cf

(19-22,28) GATA-6 Rat,Mouse,Human,Chicken; GATA-4 Xenopus Cf
(25-27) GATA-4 Rat,Mouse,Human Cf

(87p) GATA-4 Chicken Cf

1.0 2.00 0.5 1.5

Expected Number of Substitutions Per Site

Figure 1.3  Omichinski and others (1993) identified a minimal 66 amino acid peptide from chicken GATA-1, containing
the C-terminal zinc finger and successive basic domain, which could bind the GATA site.  From this information, we 
aligned the 55 amino acid region (residues 162 to 216 of cGATA-1) containing all sites that physically interact with 
DNA to the corresponding regions of other GATAs.  For those proteins with two zinc fingers, we differentiate using 
Nf (N-terminal finger) and Cf (C-terminal finger).  As both NJ and parsimony-based methods produced very similar 
trees, we submitted the NJ tree to PAML.  Branch lengths were determined as in Figure 1.  Bootstrap values of the NJ 
tree were considerably lower due to the short length of the sequences used.  The alignment has been submitted to the 
EMBL alignment database under accession number ds39412 (ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/embl/align/).

26
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1

2

Node 1:Nf   RECVNCGAMSTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGQNRPL-IKPKKRLSAARRAG
Node 2:Cf   XXCSNCXTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYFKLHNVXRPLTMKKDGIQTRNRKPR

GATA1 Nf(7) RECVNCGATXTPLWRrDXOGHYLCNACGLYHβmNGQNRPL-IRPKKRlφφSKRAG
GATA2 Nf(5) rECVNCGATaTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGlYHKMnGQNRPL-IKPKRRLSAARRAG
GATA3 Nf(5) RECVNCGATSTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGQNRPL-IKPKRRLSAARRAG
GATA4 Nf(5) RECVNCGAMSTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGINRPL-XKPQRRLSASRRVG

GATA5 Nf(4) RECVNCGAXSTPLWRβDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGXNRPL-XβPQKRLSSSRRXG
GATA6 Nf(6) RECVNCGSφQTPLWRRDGTGhyLCNACGLYOKMNgLSRPL-IKPQKRVPSSRRφG
GATA1 Cf(7) TqCXNCXTOTTTLWRRnaXGαPVCNACGLYθKLHψVNRPLTMβKαGIQTRNRKXS
GATA2 Cf(5) TCCANCQTOTTTLWRRNaNGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS
GATA3 Cf(5) TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS

GATA4 Cf(5) LSCANCXTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMβKEGIQTRKRKPK
GATA6 Cf(6) LXCANCHTOTTTLWRRNXEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK
GATA5 Cf(4) LCCONCHTXtTTLWRRNsEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPk

AREA (9)    ttCTNCfTQTTPLWRRNPαGQPLCNACGLfLKLHGVVRPLSLKTDVIKKRNRXSX

Linear model: CX2,4CX4OX2-3WβX7-10(φEQ)C(NS)XCX(φF)

 

 

 

Figure 1.4  Based on the most parsimonious tree (not shown), we show a simplified version along with the 
ancestral sequences for two interesting nodes.  Nodes 1 and 2 correspond to ancestors of the Nf-basic domain 
and Cf-basic domain, respectively.  The number in parenthesis next to each terminal node indicates the number 
of sequences included in each group.  The sequence next to each of the termini represents the consensus 
sequence for that group.  Based on all known GATA sequences, we have constructed a linear model for 
identifying GATA-type zinc fingers.  For the invariant residues, we use the corresponding single letter code.  
Symbols for the other positions are: α (acidic: D,E); β (basic: K,R); φ (hydrophobic: A,V,L,I); ψ (amidic: N,Q); 
O (hydroxyl: S,T); θ (aromatic: F,Y); lowercase (occurs in all but one paralog); X (any amino acid). 
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Information Content in GATA-binding Domain
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cGATA1_Cf TVCSN--CQTSTTTLWRRSPMGDPVCNACGLYYKLHQVNRPLTMRKDGIQTRNRKVS
AnAREA    TTCTN--CFTQTTPLWRRNPEGQPLCNACGLFLKLHGVVRPLSLKTDVIKKRNRSSA
mGATA1_Nf RECVN--CGATATPLWRRDRTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGQNRPL-IRPKKRMIVSKRAG

BmGATAβNf RECVN--CGAIHTPLWHRDGTGHYLCNACGLYNKMNGMNRPL--KQPRRLMAAKRPG
CeEND1    SVCSNPNCRTRETTLWRRTDSGAIECNGCSLYFRKNGIQRPAELCRKTIMKRNRRPR

 

 

 

Figure 1.5  Plot showing the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy values calculated for each site within the conserved 
DNA-binding domain.  We number the positions consistent with that of Figure 1 in Omichinski et al (1993).  In 
this plot, each amino acid represents its own category.  By definition, the theoretical maximum for E is log2(20) 
= 4.32.  Below the plot is a small subset of the zinc finger/basic domain alignment.  The bold residues of 
chicken GATA1 and AREA of A. nidulans were shown to physically interact with the DNA (Omichinski et al 
1993; Starich et al 1998a).  The underlined positions of cGATA1 were determined to be involved in 
maintaining the structural integrity of the zinc-binding region.  The six italicized residues (E6, V8, G11, A12, 
H25, Y26) of mouse GATA1 were shown to physically interact with FOG (Kowalski et al 1999). 
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Dictyosteliida (D. discoideum)

Higher eudicots (A. thaliana, N. tabacum)

Basidiomycota

Archaeascomycetes (S. pombe)

Ascomycota

Fungi

Euascomycetes

Hemiascomycetes 
(S. cerevisiae, Z. rouxii)

Ustilaginomycetes (U. maydis)

Plectomycetes 
(Aspergillus [4], Penicillium 
[3])
Pyrenomycetes
(N. crassa, M. grisea, G. fujikuroi,
M. anisopliae, F. solani f. sp. pisi)

Metazoa

Nematoda 
(C. elegans, C. briggsae)

Arthropoda

Deuterostomes

Diptera (D. melanogaster)

Lepidoptera (B. mori)

Echinodermata (S. purpuratus)

Vertebrata 
(D. rerio, X. laevis,
G. gallus, R. norvegicus, 
M. musculus, H. sapiens)

Protostomes

 

 

Figure 1.6  To summarize, we have constructed a phylogenetic tree showing divergence of the thirty organisms 
included in our analysis (again, this is based on the “tree of life” except for the position of Nematoda).  Note: 
branch lengths do not accurately reflect evolutionary time.  The ovals indicate the proposed genome 
duplications as in figure 2.  The square represents the postulated tandem duplication event.  The arrow indicates 
the proposed insertion between the fingers of GAF2 and related homologues.   
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Summary 

 Advances in equipment and technology enabling rapid and efficient sequencing of 

entire genomes are facilitating the transition to what is referred to as the “post-genome era.”  

The same advances have also accelerated progress in large expressed sequence tag (EST) 

projects, thereby assisting in sequencing the transcriptome of many organisms.  With 

complete (or nearly complete) genomes of multiple organisms, we can address broad 

important evolutionary issues. The availability of genomic data has provided evidence of 

major evolutionary events such as tandem as well as entire genome duplications.  These 

findings permit tracing the evolution of gene families in terms of gene duplications, 

identifying regions of synteny between two organisms, and generally studying the 

evolutionary modifications incurred by genomes of different taxa.  Here we present the 

second in a series of papers in which we focus on the evolution of the GATA family of 

transcription factors.  Our findings demonstrate multiple tandem duplication events resulting 

in paralogous gene duplication.  Further, utilizing the information available within dbEST, 

we are able to provide evidence of alternative splicing, junctional (intron) sliding, and sites of 

intron gain or loss.   The results provide greater insight into evolution of the GATA 

transcription factor family at both gene and protein levels.   
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Introduction 

The GATA family of transcription factors includes those DNA-binding proteins that 

bind a consensus HGATAR cis-acting element and contain the type IV zinc finger domain 

(Harrison 1991).  All GATA proteins described to date include one or two zinc fingers with 

the motif CX2-4CX17-20CX2C.  These proteins are found in eukaryotic organisms including 

plants, fungi, and animals (Lowry and Atchley 2000).   

The functions attributed to GATA proteins are quite varied.  GATA proteins have 

been most extensively characterized in animals where they are involved in such processes as 

erythropoiesis, megakaryopoiesis, Th2 cell development, dorsomedial patterning, and other 

developmental regulatory functions (Evans et al. 1990; Yamamoto et al. 1990; Gajewski et 

al. 1999; Gilleard et al. 1999; Calleja et al. 2000; Gajewski et al. 2001; Herranz and Morata 

2001; Maduro et al. 2001; Maduro and Rothman 2002).  Within plants, only six GATA 

proteins have been identified and characterized to be involved in such processes as light-

regulated gene expression as well as inflorescence and flower development (Daniel-Vedele 

and Caboche 1993; Nishii et al. 2000; Teakle et al. 2002).  Fungal GATA proteins are 

involved in a number of processes including nitrogen regulation (Caddick et al. 1986; Fu and 

Marzluf 1990; Cunningham and Cooper 1991; Minehart and Magasanik 1991; Haas and 

Marzluf 1995; Stanbrough et al. 1995; Froeliger and Carpenter 1996; Marzluf 1997; 

MacCabe et al. 1998; Magasanik and Kaiser 2002), blue light signal transduction (Ballario et 

al. 1996; Crosthwaite et al. 1997), and siderophore biosynthesis repression (Voisard et al. 

1993; Haas et al. 1997; Zhou et al. 1998; Haas et al. 1999).   

There are many interesting yet unanswered questions about the evolution of this 

transcription factor family.  What events occurred resulting in the tandem repeat, expansion 
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or contraction within the zinc finger domain, and gain or loss of orthologues within the 

respective organisms?  What role did alternative splicing, gain or loss of introns, and intron 

(or junctional) sliding play in the diversification of GATA proteins?  Clearly, alternative 

splicing and other intron modifications can not be identified solely with genomic data.  

Coupling information from genomic databases and EST (expressed sequence tag) databases, 

we can compare putative genes encoding GATA proteins to the collection of ESTs using 

BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990).   

Prior to publication of the first paper in this series (Lowry and Atchley 2000), only 

two eukaryotic genomes, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Goffeau et al. 1996) and 

Caenorhabditis elegans (1998) (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium), had been 

completely sequenced.  Now, the genomes of Drosophila melanogaster (Myers et al. 2000), 

Arabidopsis thaliana (2000)(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative), Encephalitozoon cuniculi 

(Katinka et al. 2001), and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Wood et al. 2002) have been 

completed.  Other genomes, including Anopheles gambiae, Caenorhabditis briggsae, and 

Homo sapiens, among others, are nearing completion and these data are also available for 

BLAST searches.  Having the genomic information for closely related organisms is very 

useful in comparing exon/intron structure of their orthologous genes.   

In this study, we use our previously described predictive motif (Lowry and Atchley 

2000) to recognize potential GATA zinc finger domains within these complete and 

incomplete genomes.  With that information, we identify and compare the organization of 

orthologous GATA genes and their protein products within closely related species.  Further, 

we show that plant genomes contain at least three times as many GATA genes as animal or 
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fungal genomes.  However, we also demonstrate that alterative splicing occurs within several 

fungal and animal GATA genes while no such evidence exists for that within plant GATAs.   
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Materials and methods 

Genome BLAST   

We performed BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) searches on the genomes of several 

organisms (Table 2.1) in two ways.  First, we utilized the TBLASTN program with 

representative GATA zinc finger domains.  Second, in order to obtain the more variable type 

IV zinc fingers, we again used TBLASTN with random sequences containing the conserved 

cysteines separated by variable distances (i.e., CX2CX16-20CX2C) and compared them to our 

predictive motif (Lowry and Atchley 2000) to identify prospective orthologues.  In those 

instances where full length cDNA sequences were available, we aligned them to their 

respective genomes to identify intron/exon boundaries.   

 

dbEST BLAST   

Using experimentally confirmed, functional GATA zinc finger domains, BLAST 

searches were performed using TBLASTN to identify ESTs corresponding to mRNAs 

encoding GATA proteins.  In situations where we found multiple ESTs corresponding to a 

particular GATA gene, we compared them to identify regions of alternative splicing, intron 

sliding, or similar phenomena.   
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Results 

Plant genomes 

The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative has provided the first complete plant genome 

(2000)(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative).  Researchers have also completed whole 

genome shotgun (wgs) sequencing of Oryza sativa (rice) (Goff et al. 2002; Yu et al. 2002b), 

thereby enabling us to compare results for these two genomes.  Upon searching the 

Arabidopsis genome for GATA genes, we identified 29 potential GATA zinc finger domains 

(Figure 2.1) whereas Teakle et al (2002) had identified 25 GATA proteins and another group 

found 28 (Riechmann et al. 2000).  Performing similar analysis on the Oryza sativa genome, 

we identified 33 potential GATA zinc finger domains, nine of which constituted only partial 

alignments.   

Utilizing the information contained within dbEST at NCBI, we verified 

transcriptional expression for 21 of the 29 predicted Arabidopsis GATA genes and only nine 

of the 33 GATAs predicted in Oryza sativa.  Further, each gene within Arabidopsis encodes 

a protein containing a single GATA zinc finger, although two of these domains were 

predicted to occur in the same transcript (T6D22.9).  Rather, these two independent genes, 

separated by less than one kilobase, resulted from a tandem duplication including the entire 

coding region.  We identified cDNAs in Genbank (AU237855, AY063953) providing 

complete open reading frames (ORF) for each verifying that they are expressed 

independently.  Alternatively, within Oryza sativa, one ORF may encode for a protein 

containing two GATA zinc finger domains.  Three overlapping ESTs (genbank: AU091774, 

AU065218, and BI796504) correspond to this unique ORF.  Although, one of the GATA 
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zinc fingers has only 16 amino acids between the second and third cysteines.  The effect of 

this shorter domain on potential functionality is unknown.   

With regard to their intron/exon organization, four distinct genomic structures 

account for all 29 genes identified in Arabidopsis (Figure 2.2).  One genomic structure 

accounts for almost half (14) of all GATA genes within Arabidopsis suggesting a multitude 

of small and/or large scale duplication events.  Unfortunately, performing the same analysis 

within Oryza is not feasible at this time due to the small amount of transcriptional 

information available for its putative GATA genes.   

 

Fungal genomes 

 To date, large scale sequencing efforts have completed three fungal genomes while 

three others are nearing completion (Table 2.1).  Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker's yeast) 

was the first eukaryotic genome to be completely sequenced (Goffeau et al. 1996).  Herein, 

we have identified ten different genes, each of which encodes a protein containing one 

GATA-type zinc finger (Figure 2.3).  Further, none of the genes encoding these proteins 

contains introns.  This is not surprising as estimates show that merely 4% of genes in the S. 

cerevisiae genome contain introns (Goffeau et al. 1996).   

Estimates of divergence for Schizosaccharomyces pombe (fission yeast) and S. 

cerevisiae date back ~1,140 million years (Heckman et al. 2001). Thus, the GATA genes 

contained within each are quite divergent.  Only four GATA genes exist within the entire 

13.8 Mb genome of S. pombe.  Given the small number of protein coding genes (4,824) 

identified and predicted in the S. pombe genome (Wood et al. 2002), maybe this is not 

unexpected.  However, unlike those in S. cerevisiae, two genes encode proteins that have two  
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GATA zinc finger domains each (Figure 2.3).  Within one of these proteins (CAB38164), 

spacing between the two GATA zinc finger domains is very similar to that of insect and 

vertebrate GATA proteins.   

The Encephalitozoon cuniculi genome has an exceptionally compact genome 

containing fewer than 2,000 protein-coding genes (Katinka et al. 2001).  We discovered two 

ORFs encoding for GATA proteins, one having two zinc fingers (CAD25057) and the other 

containing one (CAD26444).  Although spacing between the GATA zinc finger domains of 

CAD25057 also resembles that of animal proteins, the C-terminal finger (Cf) has incurred 

deletion(s) shortening the finger region to 16 amino acids.   

 Additional fungal genomes are at various stages of completion.  Recently, the Fungal 

Genomics group here at NCSU, along with collaborators at MIT, has completed the shotgun 

sequencing of Magnaporthe grisea, the rice blast fungus.  Our analyses indicate that six 

GATA genes are located within this genome.  Five of the six GATA genes represent 

orthologues to those previously identified within the Neurospora crassa genome.   

In comparing the collection of GATA genes within each of the five aforementioned 

fungal genomes, one interesting point is the absence of genes within S. cerevisiae that encode 

proteins with two GATA zinc finger domains.  GAF2 (S. pombe), SRE (N. crassa), and the 

SRE orthologue in M. grisea all encode proteins with two GATA zinc fingers that are 

necessary for regulation of siderophore biosynthesis and uptake.  S. cerevisiae is unable to 

synthesize siderophores, ferric iron chelators used to mobilize extracellular iron under 

conditions of low iron availability, but can utilize those produced by other species (Yun et al. 

2000; Lesuisse et al. ).  It appears as though S. cerevisiae has lost this gene and its function, 

but retained the ability to use its product.   
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Further evidence supporting this hypothesis is gained by comparison to GATA 

factors within the Candida albicans genome.  S. cerevisiae and C. albicans share a common 

ancestor approximately 840Ma (Heckman et al. 2001).  One gene within C. albicans, SFU1 

(AF520973), encodes a protein with two zinc fingers and is orthologous to GAF2 and SRE.  

Searching the entire genome for other orthologues suggests that C. albicans contains seven 

GATA genes, six of which are orthologous to those found in S. cerevisiae (Figure 2.3).  Two 

of the six may represent paralogous genes.   

 

Nematode genomes 

Completion of the Caenorhabditis elegans genome provided the first look into what 

comprises an animal genome ( The C. elegans Consortium  1998).  There are 11 GATA 

transcription factors in the C. elegans genome.  Only one (ELT-1) produces a protein with 

two GATA zinc finger domains.  Expression and functional studies on C. elegans GATA 

proteins have revealed considerable redundancy among the different members (Maduro and 

Rothman 2002).  A very short ELT-4 (70 amino acids) appears to be a recent tandem 

duplication of the GATA zinc finger region of ELT-2.  Likewise, MED-1 and MED-2 share 

considerable sequence identity, but are quite divergent from the other C. elegans GATA 

proteins suggesting a recent paralogous duplication.   

 Recently, the C. elegans Sequencing Consortium made available the whole genome 

assembly of C. briggsae.  Divergence estimates for C. elegans and C. briggsae range from 

50-120 million years ago (Ma) (Coghlan and Wolfe 2002).  Therefore, we expected to find 

closely related GATA orthologues for most, if not all, of the 11 C. elegans GATA genes.  

Upon searching the C. briggsae genome, we discovered an orthologue for each of the ELT 
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genes with the exception of ELT-4, suggesting that the duplication event in C. elegans 

occurred after divergence from C. briggsae.  END-1 also has a single orthologue, but END-3 

is represented by two paralogues that are positioned head-to-head on the chromosome.  

MED-1 and MED-2 appear to have orthologues, although multiple duplication events and 

considerable divergence have resulted in three pairs of orthologues.  Each duplication event 

yielding the pairs of paralogues occurred since the speciation.  Without expressed sequence 

tag (EST) evidence to demonstrate transcript expression, it remains unknown as to whether 

these encode for functional GATA proteins.  Further, two pseudogenes were identified based 

upon sequence information.  First, approximately a 1.3 kb region including the last two exons 

of ELT-7 appears to have been duplicated just downstream.  However, the splice acceptor (-

AG) at the end of the last intron has been mutated (-AT), thereby eliminating the possibility 

of proper splicing.  The other pseudogene was identified as one of the orthologues of MED-1 

and MED-2.  It appears as though an insertion upstream of the GATA zinc finger induces a 

frameshift, thereby eliminating this domain from the translated peptide.  Therefore, we 

conclude the C. briggsae genome contains at least 11 GATA genes, but possibly as many as 

14, along with two pseudogenes (Figure 2.4).   

 

Insect genomes and transcriptomes 

Drosophila melanogaster was the second deuterostome to have its genome 

completely sequenced (Myers et al. 2000).  Prior to having access to this information, we had 

ascertained that the fruit fly genome contained at least four GATA genes.  Three of these had 

been sequenced (GATAa/pannier, GATAb/serpent, and GATAc/grain) and were described in 

the literature (Abel et al. 1993; Ramain et al. 1993; Winick et al. 1993; Rehorn et al. 1996; 
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Brown and Castelli-Gair Hombria 2000) while the fourth (“GATAd”) was identified solely 

upon homology within the zinc finger DNA-binding domain.  Respective cDNAs including 

the entire coding sequences were available for GATAa, GATAb, and GATAc.  Initial 

investigation suggested that GATAa and GATAc each encoded proteins with two zinc 

fingers, while GATAb and GATAd protein products each contained only one.   

With access to the entire genome, the story became more complex.  First, we 

discovered a fifth GATA gene containing a single zinc finger (“GATAe”).  Second, within 

the GATAb gene, we found another zinc finger domain with homology to the N-terminal 

zinc finger (Nf) of GATAa and GATAc.  Given the strong conservation in this region, we 

concluded that alternative splicing must occur, although no experimental evidence of a 

respectively spliced mRNA exists.  Third, the genes for GATAa, GATAe, and GATAb occur 

in tandem on chromosome III suggesting that tandem duplication gave rise to this area 

(Figure 2.5).  One minor problem is that GATAa and GATAb genes can encode for two zinc 

fingers while GATAe encodes only one.  There is a region N-terminal to the zinc finger of 

GATAe where four cysteines are located, but the spacing between C2 and C3 is well short of 

a typical GATA zinc finger and lacks many of the conserved amino acids (Figure 2.6).  The 

most plausible explanation would be that GATAe has lost its Nf through accumulated 

mutations and/or deletions.   

 The whole genome shotgun (wgs) assembly of Anopheles gambiae was recently made 

available through the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).  This enabled 

us to identify the five GATA orthologues found in Drosophila and has yielded some 

interesting discoveries.  As in the Drosophila genome, the Anopheles orthologues for 

GATAa, GATAe, and GATAb occur in tandem (Figure 2.6).  Obviously, this suggests that 
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the tandem duplication event preceded the divergence of Drosophila and Anopheles 

approximately 250 Ma (Yeates and Wiegmann 1999).  However, within this microsyntenic 

region, there are some differences between the GATAs of the two insects.  

In both Drosophila and Anopheles, GATAa has two zinc fingers. However, within the 

Anopheles GATAa gene, there is an intron immediately upstream of the exon encoding for 

the Nf similar to that found in vertebrate GATA factors. Apparently, this intron has been lost 

in Drosophila GATAa (Figure 2.7A).  To date, the only known cDNA for Anopheles GATAa 

(AF395080) produces a product with both zinc fingers as expected.  However, upon 

searching dbEST at NCBI, we found an additional EST (AJ280856) from Anopheles for 

GATAa that excludes the exon encoding the Nf.  This would suggest that Anopheles GATAa 

can undergo alternative splicing to encode for either one or two GATA zinc fingers.  Since 

the Drosophila GATAa gene lacks this intron, similar alternative splicing is not possible.  

One interesting note regarding the alternative splicing is that the splice donor site at the end 

of exon 3 is different depending upon which isoform is produced (Figure 2.7B).  The splice 

donor sites occur 14 base pairs apart, thereby enabling the exon to join one of two 

downstream exons in different phases.   

With regard to GATAe, we previously made the observation that Drosophila GATAe 

contained one zinc finger domain.  In examining the Anopheles GATAe orthologue, we find 

that it has maintained both GATA zinc finger domains unlike that in Drosophila.  This 

further supports our claim that at one time, Drosophila GATAe contained two GATA zinc 

fingers, but has lost the Nf via accumulated mutations and deletions.  

GATAb, on the other hand, has been similarly maintained within the two genomes.  

The alternatively spliced Nf and C-terminal zinc finger (Cf) have both been extremely well 
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conserved.  Within Genbank, one isoform identified in Drosophila contains only the Cf 

(X76217) while no entries exist for Anopheles GATAb.  Phylogenetic analysis enabled us to 

identify orthologues, Bombyx mori GATAβ (L27451) and Aedes Aegypti GATAr 

(AJ400338), for GATAb/serpent and use them to ascertain the model for alternative splicing.  

GATAβ actually has three known isoforms as a result of alternative splicing, two of which 

contain both zinc fingers (Drevet et al. 1995).  Alternatively, GATAr has only one known 

isoform that contains two zinc fingers (Martin et al. 2001).  Using the Bombyx mori genomic 

information, we were able to identify potential intron splice sites for production of Anopheles 

and Drosophila GATAb/serpent products containing two zinc fingers (Figure 2.8).   

To summarize, both Anopheles gambiae and Drosophila melanogaster have five 

GATA genes.  GATAa/pannier has two zinc finger domains in both organisms, but 

alternative splicing in the Anopheles orthologue can remove the Nf encoding exon.  

GATAb/serpent also has two zinc finger domains, but alternative splicing usually omits the 

Nf encoding exon in each.  Actually, it remains unknown as to the temporal and spatial 

conditions necessary for the exon encoding the Nf to be included within the GATAb mRNA.  

GATAc/grain has two zinc finger domains, however there is no evidence of alternative 

splicing.  GATAd appears to be the only insect GATA gene whose protein product can have 

at most one zinc finger.  GATAe, having arisen through tandem duplication and located 

between GATAa and GATAb, has maintained both GATA zinc fingers within Anopheles, 

but has lost the Nf in Drosophila via accumulated mutations and deletions.   
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Vertebrate genomes and transcriptomes 

Currently, the human, mouse, rat, pufferfish, and zebrafish genomes, among others, 

are in the processes of sequencing and assembly.  Previous work has identified orthologues 

within several vertebrate organisms that encode for GATA-1 thru GATA-6, each having two 

zinc finger domains.  Another gene, TRPS1, which encodes only one GATA zinc finger, has 

been identified recently in the human, mouse, and Xenopus genomes and transcriptomes.  

Using our predictive motif, we also discovered a putative GATA gene within the human and 

mouse genomes that encodes a very divergent GATA zinc finger.  Actually, it appears to be 

homologous to plant GATA zinc fingers (Figure 2.1)!  Further, there may be another 

functional C2/C2 type zinc finger domain C-terminal to the GATA-type zinc finger.   

TRPS1 has some interesting features with respect to genomic organization as well as 

the number of different zinc finger domains.  The protein product contains nine zinc finger 

domains, including six C2H2 type, one GATA-type, and two Ikaros-type.  Within the human 

and mouse genomes, the intron immediately 5’ to the exon encoding the GATA-type zinc 

finger is more than 168 kilobases (kb) and 157kb, respectively!  Given the inclusion of 

multiple distinct domains within TRPS1, it is possible that this intron of excessive length is 

the result of modular evolution.  Regardless, strong conservation within the GATA zinc 

finger is demonstrated as 95-100% identity is maintained among TRPS1 orthologues in 

human, mouse, Xenopus, and Fugu rubripes.   

 In addition to genome projects, there are many transcriptome projects ongoing, 

several of which are devised to compare expression profiles of healthy tissue and diseased 

tissue.  The Cancer Genome Anatomy Project has produced and at least partially sequenced 

more than 700,000 ESTs to date and deposited them in dbEST (Camargo et al. 2001; Riggins 
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and Strausberg 2001).  In searching dbEST, we have discovered some unexpected GATA 

cDNA products.  Two such products are from cDNAs isolated from a neuroblastoma cell 

line.  One EST (BC015577) provides evidence of junctional sliding for the splice acceptor of 

the intron immediately upstream of the exon encoding the C-terminal zinc finger (Cf) of 

GATA2 (Figure 2.9A).  Unfortunately, this sliding removes 42bp of the subsequent exon, 

thereby removing the first 14 amino acids of the Cf, including the first two invariant 

cysteines.  Another EST (BQ068878) provides evidence of alternative splicing within the 

GATA3 gene.  In this product, the exon encoding the Nf is spliced out, similar to that which 

occurs in Drosophila and Anopheles GATAb genes.  Unfortunately, the two exons that are 

spliced together are not in phase (Figure 2.9B).  This EST would produce a GATA3 protein 

that did not contain either zinc finger domain.  Yet another EST (BC009797) isolated from 

chronic myelogenous leukemia encodes for a protein similar to GATA1.  Junctional sliding 

may be responsible for the exclusion of 337bp of the last coding exon, thereby removing the 

basic region following the Cf and altering the reading frame for the last exon.   
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Discussion 

Here, we have utilized the large amounts of publicly available sequencing data to 

study several aspects of the evolution of the GATA family of transcription factors in 

eukaryotic organisms plants, fungi, and animals.  Our searches have yielded 102 additional 

GATA zinc finger domains, including 75 within identifiable orthologues, among the various 

organismal genomes studied.  We have discovered multiple instances of tandem and non-

tandem duplications, at times involving entire genes, elsewhere involving only partial genes 

or modules.  Further, we have identified regions of previously unknown alternative splicing 

as a result of clarifying orthology.   

After identifying many genes within the Arabidopsis genome, we combined the 

available genomic and transcriptional information to classify these genes by their genetic 

structure.  Although alternative splicing occurs in several instances in fungal (Aspergillus 

nidulans AREB) and animal GATA transcripts, we found no such evidence within 

Arabidopsis transcripts.  Instead Arabidopsis has maintained 29 GATA genes, each having 

one of four genetic structures, suggesting multiple duplication events and considerable 

genetic redundancy.  All Arabidopsis and rice GATA proteins appear to contain type IVb 

zinc finger domains (IVa: CX2CX17CX2C; IVb: CX2CX18CX2C) (Teakle and Gilmartin 

1998).  Surprisingly, none of the Oryza sativa GATAs and only five Arabidopsis proteins 

have been studied and characterized to date (Nishii et al. 2000; Teakle et al. 2002).  

Regardless, these two plant genomes appear to contain three to fifteen times more GATA 

genes than other organisms.  This finding is not surprising, however, since genes encoding 

transcriptional regulators may represent more than 1,500 of the ~25,000 genes in Arabidopsis 

(Riechmann et al. 2000).    
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Fungal GATA proteins exhibit the most variability with regard to primary sequence 

structure within the zinc finger domain.  The region between the second and third cysteines 

ranges from seventeen to twenty amino acids (Figure 2.3).  The impact on binding specificity 

was demonstrated in assays performed on ASH1 of S. cerevisiae showing the consensus 

binding site to be YTGAT, or slightly divergent from the typical HGATAR consensus 

(Maxon and Herskowitz 2001).  Additionally, one example exists where the two GATA zinc 

fingers are of different type (IVa and IVb) within the same protein (Sp_c1393).  Together, 

this evidence suggests multiple expansions and/or deletions within fungal GATA zinc 

fingers.   

Comparing the animal genomes and transcriptomes provided considerable 

information.  The syntenic regions of Anopheles and Drosophila including GATAa, GATAb, 

and GATAe demonstrate tandem duplications resulting in three genes.  Previously, we had 

postulated that there were two GATA genes similar to known vertebrate GATA genes prior 

to divergence of protostomes and deuterostomes (Lowry and Atchley 2000).  Given the 

evidence of tandem duplication within insects, there would have been two ancestral GATAs: 

one preceding each of GATAc and GATAa/b/e.  We had also noted that two major 

duplication events in the vertebrate lineage should yield eight, not six, GATA genes.  

Although two additional GATA genes have been identified, these two clearly are not 

paralogous to GATA-1 through GATA-6.  Therefore, if there were eight such GATA genes 

within vertebrates, the two putative pseudogenes have diverged beyond recognition.   

Scanning the EST database provided more interesting results regarding splicing 

modifications.  We deduced putative alternative splicing common to both insects 

(GATAb/serpent), but also that which is unique to Anopheles (GATAa/pannier).  Further, 
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three human transcripts were identified, including the two mentioned here, that would 

produce aberrant proteins.  The splicing events leading to these altered transcripts are likely 

the result of mis-processing of pre-mRNA.  Whether these products are functional within the 

cell remains unknown as does their role (cause or effect) in the progression of certain tumors.   

Clearly, genomic science has dramatically changed the landscape upon which 

biologists and geneticists conduct their research.  With this overwhelming amount of new 

information, we are able to conduct experiments in silico that were once conducted at the 

bench.  The ease with which we can probe the databases for genes and other regions of 

interest greatly simplifies processes that formerly required countless hours of benchwork.  By 

reducing the number of hours spent on such molecular tasks as gene cloning, sequencing, and 

zoo blotting, additional time can then be dedicated to more interesting and time-deserving 

questions.   

 Of equal importance is the added information contained within transcriptome 

databases.  One of the more critical projects to our species is the Cancer Genome Anatomy 

Project (CGAP).  This project has sequenced hundreds of thousands of ESTs from a number 

of different cDNA libraries constructed from healthy and abnormal (cancerous) tissues.  

Within those libraries of cancerous tissues, we have discovered several errors in 

transcriptional processing producing proteins that would be either nonfunctional or have 

altered functionality.  Are these incorrectly processed messages causal to the particular 

cancer, or are they merely a result of the accelerated cellular activities including cell division 

and proliferation?  Dedicated research will hopefully be able to answer this question and 

many similar ones in the near future.   
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 The potential benefits of comparative genome and transcriptome analyses are 

innumerable, including the few that we have demonstrated here.  Continued large-scale 

sequencing efforts will provide researchers with the information required to answer those 

questions that have remained unanswerable until now.   
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Table 2.1      
List of genomes used in our analysis with their status (complete or wgs: whole genome  
sequencing including coverage factor).  We note the number of genes encodes for one  
GATA zinc finger or two. We also indicate whether transcriptional evidence for   
alternative splicing exists within any GATA gene in an organism.       
    GATA    Alternative  
Genome Status genes (1ZF, 2ZF) splicing? 
          
Arabidopsis thaliana complete 29 (29, 0) no 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/EG_T.html         
Oryza sativa (indica) wgs (4.2x) 33 (32, 1) no 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/PlantList.html         
Encephalitozoon cuniculi  complete 2 (2, 0) no 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/EG_T.html         
Saccharomyces cerevisiae  complete 10 (10, 0) no 
genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/         
Schizosaccharomyces pombe  complete 4 (2, 2) no 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/EG_T.html         
Candida albicans  wgs (10.4x) 7 (6, 1) no 
sequence-www.stanford.edu/group/candida/index.html         
Magnaporthe grisea  wgs (6x) 6 (5, 1) no 
www-genome.wi.mit.edu/annotation/fungi/magnaporthe/         
Neurospora crassa  wgs (>10x) 6 (5, 1) no 
www-genome.wi.mit.edu/annotation/fungi/neurospora/         
Caenorhabditis elegans  complete 11 (10, 1) no 
www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_elegans/index.shtml         
Caenorhabditis briggsae  wgs (>10x) 11~14 (14, 1) no 
www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_briggsae/index.shtml         
Drosophila melanogaster  complete 5 (2, 3) yes 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/EG_T.html         
Anopheles gambiae  complete 5 (1, 4) yes 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/EG_T.html         
Fugu rubripes (v3.0) wgs (5.7x) 8 (2, 6) yes 
genome.jgi-psf.org/fugu6/fugu6.home.html         
Homo sapiens   91.20% 8 (2, 6) yes 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PMGifs/Genomes/EG_T.html         
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Gene name:  Sequence: 
T6D22.9(Nf?)     RICTH--CE-TIT-TPQWRQGPSGPKTLCNACGVRFKSGRLVPEYRPASSPTFI---PSVHSNSHRK 
T6D22.9(Cf?)     RKCTH--CE-TTK-TPQWREGPSGPKTLCNACGVRFRSGRLVPEYRPASSPTFI---PAVHSNSHRK 
At2g28340        LKCTH--CE-TTT-TPQWREGPNGRKTLCNACGIRFRSGRLVLEYRPAASPTFI---PTVHSNLHKK 
At_GATA1         RKCQH--CG-AEK-TPQWRAGPAGPKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLVPEYRPANSPTFT---AELHSNSHRK 
At_GATA2         RRCTH--CA-SEK-TPQWRTGPLGPKTLCNACGVRFKSGRLVPEYRPASSPTFV---LTQHSNSHRK 
At_GATA3         RRCSH--CG-TNN-TPQWRTGPVGPKTLCNACGVRFKSGRLCPEYRPADSPTFS---NEIHSNLHRK 
At_GATA4         RRCTH--CA-SEK-TPQWRTGPLGPKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLVPEYRPASSPTFV---LTQHSNSHRK 
At4g32890        RRCLH--CA-TEK-TPQWRTGPMGPKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLVPEYRPASSPTFV---MARHSNSHRK 
At5g25830        RRCLH--CA-TDK-TPQWRTGPMGPKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLVPEYRPAASPTFV---LAKHSNSHRK 
At3g54810        RKCMH--CE-VTK-TPQWRLGPMGPKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLFPEYRPAASPTFT---PALHSNSHKK 
At4g36240        RCCSH--CG-VQK-TPQWRMGPLGAKTLCNACGVRFKSGRLLPEYRPACSPTFT---NEIHSNSHRK 
At5g66320        RKCSH--CG-VQK-TPQWRAGPMGAKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLLPEYRPACSPTFS---SELHSNHHRK 
At3g51080        RQCGH--CG-VQK-TPQWRAGPLGAKTLCNACGVRYKSGRLLPEYRPACSPTFS---SELHSNHHSK 
At3g45170        KSCSH--CG-TRK-TPLWREGPRGAGTLCNACGMRYRTGRLLPEYRPASSPDFK---PNVHSNFHRK 
At_C7A10         RRCAN--CD-TTS-TPLWRNGPRGPKSLCNACGIRFKKEERRASTARNSTSGG---GSTAAGVPTLD 
At3g50870        RRCAN--CD-TTS-TPLWRNGPRGPKSLCNACGIRFKKEERRTTAATGNTVVGAAPVQTDQYGHHNS 
At2g18380        RRCAS--CD-TTS-TPLWRNGPKGPKSLCNACGIRFKKEERRATARNLTISGG---GSSAAEVPVEN 
At5g26930        RCCSE--CK-TTK-TPMWRGGPTGPKSLCNACGIRHRKQR-RSELLGIHIIRSHKSLASKKINLLSS 
At3g06740        KSCAI--CG-TSK-TPLWRGGPAGPKSLCNACGIRNRKKR--RTLISNRSEDKK----KKSHNRNPK 
At5g56860        RVCSD--CN-TTK-TPLWRSGPRGPKSLCNACGIRQRKARRAAMAAAAAAGDQE---VAVAPRVQQL 
At4g26150        RICSD--CN-TTK-TPLWRSGPRGPKSLCNACGIRQRKARRAAMATATATAVSG--VSPPVMKKKMQ 
At5g49300        KTCAD--CG-TSK-TPLWRGGPVGPKSLCNACGIRNRKKRRGGTEDNKKLKKSS--SGGGNRKFGES  
AU239903_        KTCVD--CG-TSR-TPLWRGGPAGPKSLCNACGIKSRKKRQAALGIRQDDIKIK--SKSNNNLGLES 
At3g16870        RTCVD--CG-TIR-TPLWRGGPAGPKSLCNACGIKSRKKRQAALGMRSEEKKKN--RKSNCNNDLNL 
At3g20750        KKCTNMNCN-ALN-TPMWRRGPLGPKSLCNACGIKFRKEEERKAKRNVVIVLDD------------- 
At_ZIM           ISCTH--CGISSKCTPMMRRGPSGPRTLCNACGLFWANRGTLRDLSKKTEENQLALMKPDDGGSVAD 
At_AB023045      VLCRH--CGTSEKSTPMMRRGPDGPRTLCNACGLMWANKGTLRDLSKVPPPQTPQHLSLNKNEDANL 
At1g51600        ISCRH--CGIGEKSTPMMRRGPAGPRTLCNACGLMWANKGAFRDLSKAS-PQTAQNLPLNKNEDANL  
At4g17570        GPCYH--CG-VTN-TPLWRNGPPEKPVLCNACGSRWRTKGTLVNYTPLHARADGDENDDHHRFQRMK 
 
Hs_GATAnew       RRCAS--CR-TQR-TPLWRDAEDGTP-LCNACGIRYKKYGTRCSSCWLVPRKNV---QPKRLCGRCG 
 
Figure 2.1  Alignment of GATA zinc fingers identified in Arabidopsis thaliana genome.   
   Alignment of the amino acid sequence of 29 potential GATA zinc finger and basic domains found in  
   Arabidopsis thaliana (At).  A novel human GATA-like zinc finger is included for comparison to the  
   plant GATA proteins.   
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       Number of A. thaliana GATA 
Genomic structures:      genes with each structure 
 
 
I               14 
 
 
II               11 
 
 
III                  3 
 
 
IV                 1 
 

Figure 2.2  Genomic structures of GATA genes in Arabidopsis thaliana 
Four different genetic structures for the 29 GATA genes identified in Arabidopsis  
thaliana.  Yellow boxes correspond to regions encoding the GATA zinc finger.   
Genetic structures II and IV show an intron interrupting this region.  Most (25) of  
the A. thaliana GATA genes have structure I or II.   
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Gene name: Sequence: 
 
Ca_ASH1         RVCISCGSDQSPC-WRPSWSI-KQGQLCNSCGLRYKKTKA----RCLNDKCKKIP-AKGEWTLMQ 
Ca_DAL80        PVCGNCQTQTTPL-WRRDETGQ--V-LCNACGLFL-KLHGRP--RPISLKTDT---IKSRNRVKQ 
Ca_GAT1         VSCTNCGTKTTPL-WRRNPQGQ--P-LCNACGLFL-KLHGVV--RPLSLKTDV---IKKRQRGNN 
Ca_GAT2a        ITCQHCCSQETPE-WRRGPEGSR-T-LCNACGLFYSKL-IKK--YGLREADKV-MLHRKQTGTVN 
Ca_GAT2b        NRCHRCGTTETPE-WRRGPKGVR-T-LCNACGLFHAKL-VKR--KGAALAAEE-VLNNKVTKGKN 
Ca_GLN3         TKCYNCNTTATPL-WRRDAEGN--T-LCNACGLFL-KLHGTC--RPLSLKSDV---IKKRNSRKT 
Ca_SFU1(Nf)     QQCSNCGTTKTPL-WRRAPDGT--L-ICNACGLYY-RSNNTH--RPVNLKRPP---NTIAVVKEE 
Ca_SFU1(Cf)     IACFNCGTTITPL-WRRDDAGN--T-ICNACGLFY-RLHGSH--RPIKMKRPT---IKRRKRNVS 
Sc_ASH1         RVCVSCHSSDSPC-WRPSWSPRKQDQLCNSCGLRYKKTHT----RCLNDLCRKIP-TKGEINIMK 
Sc_DAL80        PTCQNCFTVKTPL-WRRDEHGT--V-LCNACGLFL-KLHGEP--RPISLKTDT---IKSRNRKKL 
Sc_DEH1/GZF3    PVCKNCLTSTTPL-WRRDEHGA--M-LCNACGLFL-KLHGKP--RPISLKTDV---IKSRNRKSN 
Sc_GAT1         IKCSNCTTSTTPL-WRKDPKGL--P-LCNACGLFL-KLHGVT--RPLSLKTDI---IKKRQRSST 
Sc_GAT2         EFCFHCGETETPE-WRKGPYGTR-T-LCNACGLFYRKV-TKK--FGSKSSNLL-LRYRRSIDLAN 
Sc_GAT4/YIR013c RTCGQCGEIKTSLQWREGPNGAA-C-LCNACGLFFRKLILRFGRAAAKRYMEQIKGTGTKRRIPK 
Sc_GAT3         RRCPQCAVIKTSPQWREGPDGEV-T-LCNACGLFYRKIFLVFGKDLAKRYFNEIKGVSVKRKVPK 
Sc_GLN3         IQCFNCKTFKTPL-WRRSPEGN--T-LCNACGLFQ-KLHGTM--RPLSLKSDV---IKKRISKKR 
Sc_Lpb10        KECATCGDTWTS-QWRSGPNGNV-E-LCSRCGIAYRK------KMEKKIRSQQ---SDDGTKNFI 
Sc_SRD1         KECSKCKDTWT-IQWRSGPDQNR-E-LCSPCGLAYGK-RLKK-ENEKKR--QA---ADKRIDSKQ 
Sp_c4F11        PYCQNCGTIKTAN-WRNATYMNITLMLCNACGIYW-TSRRSM--RPRNLWSTY---KAFETEKPL 
Sp_GAF1         PTCTNCQTRTTPL-WRRSPDGQ--P-LCNACGLFM-KINGVV--RPLSLKTDV---IKKRNRGVG 
Sp_GAF2(Nf)     QSCSNCHKTTTSL-WRRGPDNS--L-LCNACGLYQ-KHRKHA--RPVKSEDLK---DISPLIQQV 
Sp_GAF2(Cf)     TFCQNCATTNTPK-WRRDESGN--P-ICNACGLYY-KIHGVH--RPVTMKKAI---IKRRKRLVF 
Sp_C1393(Nf)    HVCFNCGVTETPL-WRRTSDKLN-F-LCNACGLYN-KQYGVM--RPLSPRNKG-----SSKALEN 
Sp_C1393(Cf)    LVCANCSSTKTSL-WRKDRHGQ--T-VCNACGLYA-RLHGHN--RPIGLKKNK---I-TRRRRGK 
Mg_ASD4         PTCQNCGTSTTPL-WRRDEHGA--V-LCNACGLFL-KLHGRP--RPISLKTDV---IKSRNRVKS 
Mg_NSDD         QTCVKCHTTETPE-WRNGPAGPG-T-LCNVCGLVFAKKRARR--DRDSWSLDV-----NNARGGC 
Mg_NUT1         TTCTNCATQTTPL-WRRNPEGQ--P-LCNACGLFL-KLHGVV--RPLSLKTDV---IKKRNRGSG 
Mg_SRE(Nf)      QVCSNCGTTQTPL-WRRSPQGA--T-ICNACGLYL-KARNAA--RPTNLKRPL---NIVASGTPR 
Mg_SRE(Cf)      IACQNCGTTITPL-WRRDEAGH--T-ICNACGLYY-KLHGVH--RPVTMKKAI---IKRRKRVLP 
Mg_WC1          RDCANCHTRSTPE-WRRGPSGQR-D-LCNSCGLRWAKQVGRV--SPRTSSRGG-GTKDDSNSRKS 
Mg_WC2          YVCTDCGTLDSPE-WRKGPSGPK-T-LCNACGLRWAKKEKKR--NPKTGSGSG-STPAAVRLVEQ 
Nc_ASD4         PTCQNCATSTTPL-WRRDEMGQ--V-LCNACGLFL-KLHGRP--RPISLKTDV---IKSRNRVKT  
Nc_NIT2         TTCTNCFTQTTPL-WRRNPDGQ--P-LCNACGLFL-KLHGVV--RPLSLKTDV---IKKRNRGSG 
Nc_NSDD         GRCHSCNRIDTPE-WRRGPDGAR-T-LCNACGLHYAKLERK---RQLEQRSI----RPKPTDDRN 
Nc_SRE(Cf)      IACQNCGTTITPL-WRRDEAGH--T-ICNACGLYY-KLHGVH--RPVTMKKAI---IKRRKRVIP 
Nc_SRE(Nf)      QVCSNCGTTHTPL-WRRSPQGA--I-ICNACGLYL-KARNAA--RPA--NIRRPPSVMASNVRQA  
Nc_WC1          RDCANCHTRNTPE-WRRGPSGNR-D-LCNSCGLRWAKQTGRV--SPRTSSRGG---NGDSMSKKS 
Nc_WC2          YVCTDCGTLDSPE-WRKGPSGPK-T-LCNACGLRWAKKEKKK--NANNNNNGG--GIGGHNDIHT 
Ec_AL590442     RICSNCSTTSTPS-WRRGDQGKS-L-LCNACGLYQ-KLHGRT--RPYTVTAGG--RTKALKGGHE 
Ec_AL590448     GFCSNCNTTATPL-WRRADDG-S-Y-LCNACGLYY-KIHGRK--RPISFKADS---GKSRMRCRR 

 
Figure 2.3  Alignment of fungal GATA zinc finger and basic domains.  
   Included are GATA zinc fingers of Candida albicans (Ca), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc), 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (Sp), Magnaporthe grisea (Mg), Neurospora crassa (Nc), and Encephalitozoon 
cuniculi (Ec).  Each of these organisms' genomes are complete or nearly complete.  Upon identification of a 
genomic region encoding a GATA zinc finger domain, orthology was determined using TBLASTN as described 
in Materials and Methods.  
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Gene name:  Sequence: 
 
Cb_ELT1(NF)     RECVN--CGVHATPLWRRDGSGN-YLCNACGLYFKMNHQARPLVKPKKRQQQNAQKRTG 
Cb_ELT1(CF)     IECVN--CHTNNTTLWRRNGEGH-PVCNACGLYYKLHKVERPMAMKKEG-IQTRNRKLS 
Cb_ELT2         LVCSN--CNGTNTTLWRRNAEGD-PVCNACGLYFKLHHIARPTSMKKEGALQTRKRKSK 
Cb_ELT3         SICSN--CKTRETTLWRRNGEGG-VECNACNLYFRKNNRKRPLSLRKDG-IMKRNRRPR 
Cb_ELT5         ARCSN--CHTDKTTAWRRDSEGK-LVCNPCGLYYRLHKVRRPIEMRKNH-IQQRYRRKN 
Cb_ELT6         SRCSN--CSTTKTTAWRRDLAGK-LVCNACGLYYRLHRTHRPVHMRKDF-IQQRFRRKI 
Cb_ELT7         RNCAN--CSTTETSLWRKNEEGD-LECNACNLYFRLNKVKRPLELCNTA-PKTRKRRSR 
*Cb_ELT7        RNCAN--CSTTETSLWRKNEEGD-LECNACNLYFRLNKVKRPLELCNTA-PKTRKRRSR 
Cb_END1         SVCSNPSCGTRQTTLWRRTDSGA-IECNGCSLYFRKNGVQRPADLCNKQ-ILKRNRRPR 
Cb_END3_F       TSCSN--CGTRETKLWRRNEQGV-PECNSCNLYERTKGVKRPATLWNKP-TIKRRRRPV 
Cb_END3_R       TSCSN--CGTRETKLWRRNEQGE-PECNSCNLYERTKGVKRPATLWNKP-TIKRRRRPV 
Cb_MED3a?       -QCSN--CSITKSCQWRNVTSSEGILCNACFVYERKYKKSRPMKAIQHY-KKR------ 
Cb_MED3b?       -KCSN--CSIINSCRWRNVKSKESTLCNACFVYRRYIKKDRPTSAIESY-KSR------ 
Cb_MED4a?       -QCSN--CFITESCQWRNVTSREGMLCNACFTYRRKYKKNRPTAAIEKY-RCQKREKQ- 
Cb_MED4b?       -QCSN--CFITESCQWRNVTSREGMLCNACFTYRRKYKKNRPTAAIEKY-RCQKREKQ- 
Cb_MED5a?       -QCTN--CFVTKTSLWRNVTSSEGILCTACFTYKRKYKKNRPTKAIERY-MRR------ 
*Cb_MED5b       -QCTN--CFVTKTCQWRNITSSGGILCTACFTYRRKYKKNRPTKAIERY-MR------- 
Ce_ELT1(Nf)     RECVN--CGVHNTPLWRRDGSGN-YLCNACGLYFKMNHHARPL-VKPKKRQQNAQKRTG 
Ce_ELT1(Cf)     IECVN--CRTNTTTLWRRNGEGH-PVCNACGLYFKLHKVERPITMKKDG-IQTRNRKLS 
Ce_ELT2         LVCSN--CNGTNTTLWRRNAEGD-PVCNACGLYFKLHHIPRPTSMKKEGALQTRKRKSK 
Ce_ELT3         SICSN--CKTRETTLWRRNGEGG-VECNACNLYFRKNNRKRPLSLRKDG-IMKRNRRPR 
Ce_ELT4         LVCSN--CNGTNTTLWRRKAEGD-PVCNACGLYFKLHHVTRPIPMKKKN--KKHAVLPA 
Ce_ELT5         ARCSN--CRTDKTTAWRRDAEGK-LVCNPCGLYYRLHKVRRPIEMRKNH-IQQRYRRKN 
Ce_ELT6         SKCSN--CSTIKTTAWRRDLEGK-LVCNACGLYYRLHRTHRPVHMRKDF-IQQRFRRRM 
Ce_ELT7         ACCSH--CSTTTTTLWRKNDEGN-LECNACNLYYRHNKVKRPLSLCKQK-PTTRKRRQA 
Ce_END1         SVCSNPNCRTRETTLWRRTDSGA-IECNGCSLYFRKNGIQRPAELCRKT-IMKRNRRPR 
Ce_END3         SSCSN--CGCRETKLWRRNEQGE-TECNPCNLYERVKGHKRPQHLWNKP-AAKRRRRPV 
Ce_MED1         FQCSN--CSVTETIRWRNIRSKEGIQCNACFIYQRKYNKTRPVTAVNKY-QKRKLKVQE 
Ce_MED2         FQCSN--CSVTETIRWRNIRSKEGIQCNACFIYQRKYNETRPVTAVNKY-QKRKLKVQE 

 
 
Figure 2.4  Alignment of nematode GATA zinc finger and basic domains 
Amino acid alignment of the 11 C. elegans GATA zinc finger domains along with the predicted orthologues 
and five additional GATA domains within C. briggsae.  We found 16 GATA domains within the C. briggsae 
genome, two of which appear to be pseudogenes.  Pseudogenes are denoted by "*".   
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Figure 2.5  Region of synteny between Anopheles gambiae and Drosophila melanogaster 
Within these regions, three GATA proteins (GATAa, GATAb, and GATAe) are located.  Of 
note, Drosophila GATAe has lost its amino GATA zinc finger (orange), but Anopheles has 
maintained an intact amino GATA zinc finger. Zinc finger domains are shown in yellow.  
See Figure 2.6 for domain alignments.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Anopheles gambiae 

GATAb (srp) GATAe GATAa (pnr) 

Drosophila melanogaster 

GATAb (srp) GATAe GATAa (pnr) 

21kb 11kb

16kb 21kb 
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Gene name:  Sequence: 

 
Dm_GATAa(Nf)    RECVNCGAISTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGMN-RPL-IKPSKRL---VSATATRRMG 
Dm_GATAa(Cf)    LCCTNCGTRTTTLWRRNNDGEPVCNACGLYYKLHGVN-RPLAMRKDG------IQTRKRKPK 
Ag_GATAa(Nf)    RECVNCGAISTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGMN-RPL-IKPSKRL---VSQTATRRLG 
Ag_GATAa(Cf)    LCCTNCGTRTTTLWRRNNDGEPVCNACGLYFKLHGVN-RPLAMRKDG------IQTRKRKPK 
Dm_GATAb(Nf)    RECVNCGAISTPLWRRDNTGHYLCNACGLYMKMNGMN-RPL-IKQPRRL------SASRRAG 
Dm_GATAb(Cf)    LSCSNCHTTHTSLWRRNPAGEPVCNACGLYYKLHSVP-RPLTMKKDT------IQKRKRKPK  
Ag_GATAb(Nf)    RECVNCGAIQTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYHKMNGMN-RPL-VKQPRRL------SSARRVG 
Ag_GATAb(Cf)    LQCSNCNTTNTSLWRRNQVGEPVCNACGLYYKLHNVN-RPLAMKKDN------IQSRKRKPK 
Dm_GATAe("Nf")  LKCENCH-GP-FL-RKGSE--YFCPNCPAFMRMA----PRITQRQAKPK--AAAAPNNRRNG 
Dm_GATAe(Cf)    VTCANCQTNSTTLWRRNNEGNPVCNACGLYYKLHNMN-RPLSMKKEG------IQKRKRKPK  
Ag_GATAe(Nf)    RECVNCGSSDTPLWRRDIVGHTLCNACALYTRQNPGTNRPPNRSQKAK-----QTVGNRRSG 
Ag_GATAe(Cf)    VTCANCQTTTTTLWRRNNQGDPVCNACGLYYKLHSVN-RPLTMKKDG------IQTRKRKPK 
Dm_GATAc(Nf)    RECVNCGATSTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYYKMNGQN-RPL-IKPKRRLTLQSLQSAAKRAG  
Dm_GATAc(Cf)    TSCANCKTTTTTLWRRNASGEPVCNACGLYYKLHNVN-RPLTMKKEG------IQTRNRKLS 
Ag_GATAc(Nf)    RECVNCGATSTPLWRRDGTGHYLCNACGLYYKMNGQN-RPLIKPKRRL----SLQSAARRAG 
Ag_GATAc(Cf)    TSCANCKTTTTTLWRRNQGGEPVCNACGLYYKLHNVN-RPLTMKKEG------IQTRNRKLS 
Dm_GATAd        MSCSNCGTLTTTIWRRSVRGEMVCNACGLYFKLHGVN-RPHSMRRDT------IHTRRRRPK 
Ag_GATAd        MSCTNCGTTTTTIWRRNIRGEMVCNACGLYFKLHGVN-RPHTMRRDT------IHTRRRRPK 

 
Figure 2.6  Alignment of insect GATAs.   
Alignment of the amino acid sequence of the five GATA-binding domains found in Anopheles gambiae and 
Drosophila melanogaster.  The “Nf” of Drosophila GATAe, although not a true GATA zinc finger, is included.   
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A)  GATAa/pannier 
 
 
Anopheles gambiae 
 
AgGATAa isoform1 
 
AgGATAa isoform2 
 
 
 
 
 
Drosophila melangaster 
 
 
B) 
 
AgGATAa isoform1 acc tcg cca tat g^ac agc gca atg ... 
    T   S   P   Y    D   S   A   M 

 
AgGATAa isoform2 acc tcg cca tat ggt aat ttg aag aag^cag acg gcc acg ... 
    T   S   P   Y   G   N   L   K   K   Q   T   A   T  

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7  Comparison of the GATAa/pannier of A. gambiae and D. melanogaster.   
A) Gene structures for GATAa.  The two known alternative transcripts for A. gambiae 
GATAa are shown based on EST data.  Yellow boxes indicate GATA type zinc finger 
domains.  The red box at the end of the first coding exon of AgGATAa isoform 2 indicates 
the 14bp region shown in bold in part B.  Numbers located above the gene structure indicate 
length of introns.  B) Coding sequence around the intron following the first coding exon.  
The carat indicates the intron position for each isoform.  The bold text in isoform 2 highlights 
the region used as the splice donor for the intron of isoform 1.  This sequence is included in 
the transcript for isoform 2 and allows the intron to change phase (from 1 to 0).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  191     382                  905               71 

                    3480                   62       68 
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Bombyx mori GATAβ 
 
 
Isoform 1 
 
 
Isoform 2 
 
 
Isoform 3 
 
 
 
 
Drosophila GATAb 
 
 
dGATAb mRNA 
 
 
hypothetical dGATAb 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8  Genomic structures of orthologous insect GATA genes 
Comparison of the genomic structures of two orthologous genes:  GATAb/serpent  
of Drosophila and GATAβ of Bombyx mori.  Three isoforms of GATAβ have been  
identified (U16320) based on mRNA expression.  In contrast, only one isoform of  
GATAb has been identified to date.  The presence of an intact and well conserved  
exon encoding the Nf of GATAb indicates that it may undergo alternative splicing  
similar to that of isoform 2 of GATAβ.   
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A) 
 
HsGATA2 
        cga cca ctc atc aag ccc aag cga aga ctg^tcg gcc gcc aga aga gcc ggc acc tgt tgt gca  
         R   P   L   I   K   P   K   R   R   L   S   A   A   R   R   A   G   T   C   C   A  
        aat tgt cag acg aca acc acc acc tta tgg cgc cga... 
         N   C   Q   T   T   T   T   T   L   W   R   R 
 
BC015577 
        cga cca ctc atc aag ccc aag cga aga ctg^acg aca acc acc acc tta tgg cgc cga...  

  R   P   L   I   K   P   K   R   R   L   T   T   T   T   T   L   W   R   R 
  
  

B)  
 
HsGATA3 
      agg ccc aag gcc cgg tcc agc aca g^gc agg gag tgt gtg aac tgt ggg gca acc... 
       R   P   K   A   R   S   S   T   G    R   E   C   V   N   C   G   A   T  
      ....ccc aag cga agg ctg^tct gca gcc agg aga gca ggg acg tcc tgt gcg aac tgt...  
           P   K   R   R   L   S   A   A   R   R   A   G   T   S   C   A   N   C 
 
BQ068878 
      agg ccc aag gcc cgg tcc agc aca g^tc tgc agc cag gag agc agg gac gtc ctg tgc gaa ctgt.. 
       R   P   K   A   R   S   S   T   v    c   s   q   e   s   r   d   v   l   c   e   l 
                                        S    A   A   R   R   A   G   T   S   C   A   N   C 
 
 
 

Figure 2.9  Translation of human ESTs showing erroneous intron splicing. 
EST evidence for junctional (or intron) sliding during processing of several human GATA transcripts.  A)  A 
GATA2 transcript isolated from neuroblastoma cells that shows an incorrect splice acceptor site for the intron 
preceding the exon encoding the Cf.  The bold sequence indicates that region that is incorrectly spliced out.  
The carat indicates the location of the intron.  B)  A GATA3 transcript isolated from neuroblastoma cells where 
the exon encoding the Nf has been spliced out, similar to that which occurs in Bombyx mori GATAβ.  
Unfortunately, as the two exons are joined out of phase, the Cf is not properly translated due to the frameshift.  
The lowercase amino acid sequence indicates the resultant peptide that is translated.  Again, carats indicate the 
intron positions.   
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Summary 
 
 Transcription factor families are often classified with respect to their DNA-binding 

domains.  As such, members of the GATA transcription factor family share a conserved type 

IV (C2/C2) zinc finger DNA-binding domain.  The consensus site recognized by this domain 

is defined as (A/T/C)GATA(A/G).  Binding of this cis-element has been shown to involve 

the zinc finger as well as a proximal basic domain.  To elucidate which amino acid positions 

are critical for binding, we employed site-directed mutagenesis on a number of sites within 

the C-terminal zinc finger (Cf) and basic domain of human GATA-6.  Electrophoretic 

mobility shift assays using the bacterially expressed fusion proteins MBP::hGATA-

6Cf::HIS6 were performed on a total of 39 single substitutions and four double substitutions.  

The results suggest that two sites within the zinc finger domain, in addition to the four 

cysteines used to chelate zinc, are invariant and necessary for DNA-binding.  Alternatively, 

we found the basic domain to be more accommodating for amino acid substitutions, thereby 

identifying no invariant sites.  In testing these substitutions with three probes containing 

different cis-elements, we found a few substitutions that selectively abolished binding to one 

cis-element, but not all three.  Taken together, these data provide further functional analysis 

for the type IV zinc finger DNA-binding domain.   
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Introduction 

GATA transcription factors are defined as regulatory proteins that contain at least one 

type IV zinc finger domain capable of binding an HGATAR cis-element.  Members of this 

protein family are expressed in organisms in each of the three major evolutionary eukaryotic 

branches (plants, fungi, and animals).  Evolution at the gene level has occurred through small 

and large scale duplication events as well as modular mechanisms (Lowry and Atchley 

2000).    

GATA zinc fingers participate in protein-protein interactions in addition to DNA-

binding (Tsang et al. 1997; Fox et al. 1999; Kowalski et al. 1999; Tevosian et al. 1999; 

Fossett et al. 2001; van Wering et al. 2002).  Previous work describing the DNA-binding 

specificities of various GATA proteins suggests considerable protein to protein variability 

(Ko and Engel 1993; Merika and Orkin 1993; Pedone et al. 1997; Sakai et al. 1998).  Most 

relevant to our work, Sakai et al (1998) described the order of preferred cis-element for 

human GATA-6 to be GATA>GATT>GATC.  Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies 

elucidating the three-dimensional structures of the C-terminal zinc finger (Cf) of chicken 

GATA-1 and the Aspergillus nidulans AREA zinc finger have identified the amino acid sites 

that interact with the DNA, both specifically and non-specifically (Omichinski et al. 1993; 

Starich et al. 1998a).  Both studies described similar contacts and positioning of the zinc 

finger, but differed on positioning of the basic domain (Starich et al. 1998a).   

 Within vertebrate GATA proteins containing two type IV zinc fingers, the C-terminal 

zinc fingers (Cf) are highly conserved.  One might inquire whether this high level of 

conservation stems from phylogenetic or structural constraints?  Several recent studies have  
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linked certain mutations within GATA proteins to a variety of diseases and genetic 

conditions.  Acute megakaryoblastic leukemia (AMKL) develops in children with Down 

syndrome partially due to distinct insertions and deletions (indels) within GATA-1 that 

drastically truncate the protein (Wechsler et al. 2002).  Two reports have identified mutations 

within GATA-1 zinc fingers that lead to X-linked thrombocytopenia (Mehaffey et al. 2001; 

Yu et al. 2002a).  The first study identified a mutation that affected cofactor interactions 

while the mutation (Arg216Gln, or Arg19Gln in numbering used here) in the second report 

affected DNA-binding.  Further, mutations in the recently characterized TRPS1, a protein 

containing nine zinc finger domains, have been linked to (and named for) Tricho-Rhino-

Phalangeal Syndrome (TRPS) types I and III (Momeni et al. 2000; Ludecke et al. 2001; 

Malik et al. 2001; Hilton et al. 2002).  Several missense mutations within the exon encoding 

the GATA-type zinc finger are associated with TRPS III.   

 To assess the functional impact of naturally occurring substitutions within the GATA 

zinc finger domain, we investigated the evolutionary limits in DNA-binding of this domain.  

Previously, we constructed a predictive motif to identify putative GATA zinc finger domains 

within genomic and expressed sequence tag (EST) data (Lowry and Atchley 2000).  Our 

motif, based upon the subset (~93) of GATA proteins that were known at the time, was 

phylogenetically biased due to heavy sampling of fungal and vertebrate GATAs. Not 

surprisingly, results from our genome surveys have uncovered several examples that do not 

quite fit the predictive motif (Lowry and Atchley 2000), suggesting that many sites within 

the domain are more variable than previously thought.   

Herein, to explore the evolutionary limits of this domain, we use the Cf and basic 

domain of human GATA-6 as a template for site-directed mutagenesis.  The objective is to 
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ascertain which sites are most informative with respect to DNA-binding.  As we cannot 

perform an exhaustive analysis at each site, we selected positions for mutagenesis within the 

GATA-type zinc finger and basic domain in two ways.  First, we used the structural 

information for chicken GATA-1 (Omichinski et al. 1993) and A. nidulans AREA (Starich et 

al. 1998a) to identify residues that make specific and non-specific contacts with the DNA.  

These sites were mutated to amino acids within the same or opposite (as in charged amino 

acids) functional group or to those that occupied similar volume.  Second, based upon 

alignments with homologous regions from other organisms, we identified positions that were 

invariant as well as those that were frequently substituted (Lowry and Atchley 2000, Figure 

5).  We noted that several substitutions occurred in unexpected positions.  For example, 

within the well conserved α-helical region of the zinc finger, an alanine (A) is replaced by 

glycine (G), proline (P), serine (S), and arginine (R).  Although each of these substitutions 

only occurs in one or two proteins identified to date, the range with respect to functional 

groups is quite remarkable.  Herein, we demonstrate that along with the four invariant 

cysteines, there are two additional invariant sites in the zinc finger necessary for binding.  

Alternatively, we identified no invariant sites in our analysis of the basic domain.  In most 

cases, however, a single mutation considerably reduces binding efficiency.  Further, in an 

effort to ascertain specificity changes due to mutation, we tested each one with three probes 

containing different cis-elements.   
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Materials and Methods 

Subcloning of human GATA-6Cf 

 Plasmid containing the human GATA-6 cDNA was kindly provided by Ken Walsh.  

The C-terminal zinc finger and basic domain of human GATA-6 are contained within exons 

four and five (encoding Pro289 to Gly360) of the genomic DNA.  This region of the cDNA 

was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from plasmid using primers 

G6CFNMEcoRI and G6CFBamHI (Appendix A lists all primers used in our studies).  This 

product was subcloned into the pCRT7/CT-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) which created the 

fusion protein hGATA-6Cf::HIS6 (HIS6 is a six histidine moiety).  Attempts to express this 

product in bacterial strain BL21 and BL21(DE3) were unsuccessful.  Thus, we used primers 

G6NFMEcoRI and CTTOPOHISSalI to PCR amplify the region encoding GATA-6Cf::HIS6 

for subcloning into the pMAL-c2x vector (New England Biolabs).  Since this product 

contained an internal EcoRI site, we modified the restriction site using site-directed 

mutagenesis (oligonucleotide G6rmIntEcoRI, Appendix A) as described below.  The PCR 

product was then gel purified, digested with EcoRI and SalI, and subcloned into pMAL-c2x 

to create a construct producing the fusion protein MBP::hGATA-6Cf::HIS6 (MBP is E. coli 

maltose binding protein).  This fusion protein includes 367 amino acids of MBP (Methionine 

plus sites 27 through 392 of Genbank: AAB59056), 24 residues encoded by the polylinker of 

pMAL-c2x, 72 amino acids of human GATA-6, and 31 amino acids encoded by the 

PCRT7/CT-TOPO vector containing the HIS6.  The approximate molecular weight of the 

resultant 494 amino acid fusion protein is 54,308 Da.   
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Site-directed mutagenesis 

 The method described previously (Kammann et al. 1989) was used to perform site-

directed mutagenesis.  Oligonucleotides were designed to modify amino acids within the zinc 

finger and basic domain (Appendix A).  Using each mutagenic primer with 

G6CTTOPOHISSalI, the first PCR step (35 cycles: 94ºC for 20 seconds, 54ºC for 30 seconds, 

and 72ºC for 45 seconds, followed by one final 10 minute extension at 72ºC) produced a 

“megaprimer”.  Following gel purification (1% agarose, Qiagen QiaQuick Gel Extraction 

Kit), the second PCR step (35 cycles: 94ºC for 20 seconds, 60ºC for 30 seconds, and 72ºC for 

45 seconds, followed by one final 10 minute extension at 72ºC) used this megaprimer along 

with the G6CFNMEcoRI to produce the entire insert.  The entire PCR amplified regions of 

all constructs were sequenced on an ABI 377 model automated sequencer (Applied 

Biosystems).  This confirmed that each mutation had been properly introduced and further 

ensured that no spurious mutations had arisen due to PCR.   

 

Expression and purification of MBP::hGATA-6Cf::HIS6 

 Plasmids containing the respective mutagenic constructs produced above were used to 

transform Escherichia coli strain BL21.  The pMAL-c2x vector is designed such that 

expression of the fusion proteins is driven by the strong “tac” promoter and the malE 

translation initiation signal (Duplay et al. 1984; Amann and Brosius 1985).  E. coli BL21 

harboring expression plasmid MBP::hGATA-6Cf::HIS6 was cultured in Luria-Bertani 

medium (LB) containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin.  500 µL of a small overnight culture (3 mL) 

was diluted 1:100 in 50 mL of LB with 100 µg/mL ampicillin and cells were grown 

aerobically at 37ºC.  Once the culture reached an OD600 of 0.5-0.8, isopropyl-β-D-
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thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG: 0.5 mM) was added to induce expression.  After shaking at 

225 rpm for 3.5 hours, the cells were centrifuged in a Sorvall centrifuge at 4,000 x g for 15 

minutes at 4ºC.   

 Purification of the recombinant proteins to approximately 90% homogeneity was 

performed under native conditions using Ni-NTA spin columns (Qiagen).  Cell pellets were 

resuspended in lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) 

containing 1mg/mL lysozyme.  Following a 30 minute incubation on ice, the resuspended 

cells were sonicated on ice (ten second pulse with five second pause repeated six times, 

Fisher Sonic Dismembrator Model 300 equipped with microtip).  Lysate was then 

centrifuged for 30 minutes at 4ºC.  Six hundred microliters of cleared lysate was loaded to 

Ni-NTA spin columns equilibrated with lysis buffer and centrifuged for two minutes at 700 x 

g.  Columns were washed twice with wash buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

imidazole, pH 8.0), centrifuging two minutes each time at 700 x g.  Recombinant proteins 

were eluted with 150 µL elution buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM 

imidazole, pH 8.0) and stored at –80ºC.   

Purified proteins were quantified through coommassie staining (Figure 3.1).  Proteins 

were subjected to SDS-PAGE and quantified by comparison to a quantified standard 

(maltose binding protein, 43 kDa) ranging from 75ng to 150ng.   

 

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays 

 Gel shift assays were performed following the instructions (Version 2, October 2000) 

of the DIG Gel Shift Kit (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) with few modifications.  Synthetic 

oligonucleotides (Integrated DNA Technologies, 37 base pairs long each) were designed 
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including one binding site each fitting the GATA consensus cis-element HGATAR 

(Appendix A).  Complementary pairs of oligonucleotides were combined at a ratio of 1:1, 

incubated at 95ºC for 10 minutes in TEN buffer (pH 8.0), and allowed to cool to room 

temperature.  These annealed oligonucleotides were diluted to 25 pmol/µL and labeled with 

Digoxigenin (DIG) using terminal transferase and DIG-ddUTP resulting in a final 

concentration of 1 pmol/µL of DIG-labeled DNA.  Double stranded DIG-labeled DNA (120 

fmol) was incubated with 75-100 ng of MBP::hGATA-6Cf::HIS6 in binding reactions 

performed in binding buffer (20 mM Hepes pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 1 mM 

DTT, Tween 20 0.2% (w/v), 30 mM KCl) with nonspecific competitor poly[d(I-C)] (1 µg) 

and poly L-lysine (100 ng).  Binding reactions were carried out for 15 minutes at room 

temperature (20ºC-25ºC), combined with gel-loading buffer, then placed on ice prior to 

loading onto a 5% uniform TBE acrylamide gel.  50% of the binding reactions were applied 

to the gel for analysis.   

 Competition assays were performed as described above with the addition of 100-fold 

excess of cold competitor (Figure 3.2).   

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was carried out as described in Sambrook and 

Russell (2001).  Transferring contents of polyacrylamide gel to a nylon membrane was 

performed using a semi-dry transblotter (BioRad Transblot SD).  DNA and protein-DNA 

complexes were cross-linked to nylon membrane using a UV crosslinker (Fisher Scientific 

FB-UVXL-1000).  Membranes were rinsed in washing buffer (0.1 M Maleic acid, 0.15 M 

NaCl, pH 7.5, 0.3% (v/v) Tween 20) for 5 minutes prior to a 30 minute incubation in 

blocking solution (Blocking reagent 10% (v/v) dissolved in Maleic acid buffer:  0.1 M 

Maleic acid, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.5).  Membranes were incubated for another 30 minutes in 
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antibody solution (anti-Digoxigenin-AP diluted 1:10,000 in blocking solution).  Following 

two more 15 minute washes in washing buffer, membranes were equilibrated for 5 minutes in 

detection buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl, 0.1 M NaCl, pH 9.5).  Membranes were then exposed to 

CSPD (1 µg/mL in detection buffer) for 5 minutes at 20-25ºC and another 10 minutes at 

37ºC.  Finally, membranes were exposed to X-ray film (Kodak BioMax MR) for 30 minutes 

or overnight (~10 hours).   

 Descriptions of the relative binding ability of each of the mutants assayed are as 

follows:  (1) "slightly reduced" or "slightly diminished" indicates that the shifted band is 

clearly visible on the 30 minute exposure; (2) "reduced" or "diminished" indicates that the 

shifted band is barely visible on the 30 minute exposure; (3) "greatly reduced" or "greatly 

diminished" is used when the shifted band is not visible on the 30 minute exposure, but is 

clearly visible on the 10 hour exposure; and finally (4) "severely reduced" or "severely 

diminished" is used when the shifted band is barely visible on the 10 hour exposure.   
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Results 

 In order to be consistent with previous work, the numbering used in the zinc finger 

and basic domains, as well as that of the binding site, is based on that of Omichinski et al 

(1993) (Figure 3.3).  We first compared the Cf and basic domains of all known vertebrate 

proteins containing two type IV zinc fingers to determine which sites are most constrained 

(Figure 3.4).   

Recently, using PCR-based selection experiments, Sakai et al (1998) identified the 

consensus binding site for human GATA-6 to be (A/T/C)GAT(A/T)A.  Their results showed 

that AGATAA was the preferred cis-element.  Therefore, we tested the DNA-binding 

capabilities of the different mutations to DIG-labelled probes containing the AGATAA 

(Figure 3.5), TGATAA (Figure 3.6), and TGATTA (Figure 3.7) cis-elements, respectively.  

The numbering for the positions is consistent with that of Omichinski et al (1993) (i.e., 5'-

AGATAA-3' is A6, G7, A8, T9, A10, and A11; the complementary 5'-TTATCT-3' is T22, 

T23, A24, T25, C26, and T27, respectively).  In each figure, there are two exposures, 30 

minutes and 10 hours.  Our analysis starts at the amino end of the zinc finger and proceeds 

through the carboxyl end of the basic domain.   

 

Zinc finger substitutions 

 The threonine at position 15 is incredibly well conserved, even among plant and 

fungal GATA proteins.  This amino acid was identified as part of a hydrophobic cluster that 

maintains the relative orientation of the antiparallel β-sheets (Omichinski et al. 1993).  

Within several fungal GATA proteins, serine is substituted at this site.  Therefore, we made 

and tested two mutations:  Thr15Ala to roughly maintain volume, but remove the hydroxyl 
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group; and Thr15Tyr to test whether a larger residue containing a hydroxyl group would 

suffice.  Both of these mutations, Thr15Tyr more drastically than Thr15Ala, severely 

diminished DNA-binding to all three probes tested.   

 Considering the leucine at position 17 is invariant in vertebrate GATA proteins, it is 

interesting to note that it was replaced by 11 different amino acids in GATA proteins of other 

lineages.  Upon testing one of these substitutions, Leu17Gln, we observed no reduction in 

binding to any probe tested as compared with wild type.   

 Tryptophan 18 is invariant in all known vertebrate, invertebrate, nematode, and 

fungal GATA proteins.  However, there are several plant proteins that substitute methionine 

at this site.  We tested three mutations, Trp18Phe, Trp18Met, and Trp18Tyr, and found that 

all three severely diminish DNA-binding to all probes tested.  Of the three substitutions, 

phenylalanine maintains some minimal binding ability to all three probes while the others 

only show weak interaction with the AGATAA probe.   

 Mutations affecting the invariant arginine at position 19 have been linked to several 

diseases as noted in the introduction.   Given the importance of this site described in 

Omichinski et al (1993), we tested two mutations, Arg19His and Arg19Lys, preserving the 

basic charge at this site.  Not surprisingly, neither was able to bind the probes tested.   

 The next site is also an arginine, but it is quite variant.  A total of 12 amino acids are 

substituted at this position.  Here, we tested two substitutions observed in single GATA zinc 

finger proteins, Arg20Glu and Arg20Lys, to address the issue of charge.  Arg20Glu was 

unable to bind to any probe while Arg20Lys exhibited reduced binding.  It is worth noting 

that Arg20Glu substitutions occur only in type IVb zinc fingers while Arg20Lys occurs in 

both type IVa and IVb domain containing proteins, including TRPS1.   
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 The glycine at position 24, although not implicated directly in DNA-binding, is 

invariant within type IVa  GATA zinc fingers and is positioned at the end of the turn between 

the two antiparallel β-sheets (Omichinski et al. 1993).  We tested Gly24Ala and Gly24Arg 

expecting that the flexibility offered by glycine would be necessary to position the second 

sheet properly with respect to the first.  Instead, Gly24Ala exhibited reduced binding while 

Gly24Arg showed a much more drastic reduction in binding ability.   

 The next site, asparagine at position 29, falls within the α-helical region and makes 

specific contacts with three of the bases within the consensus binding site (Omichinski et al. 

1993).  As such, we did not expect any substitution, conservative or otherwise, to maintain 

binding ability.  Upon testing Asn29Asp (similar volume, but charged) and the more 

conservative Asn29Gln (slightly larger, but same polar sidegroups), we confirmed that 

neither was able to recognize any probe.  This site is most likely invariant within the context 

of the vertebrate GATA zinc fingers.   

 Although the alanine at position 30 is invariant within Cf’s of vertebrates and plants, 

several nematode and fungal proteins have replaced this residue.  Located within an α-helix, 

one would not anticipate that glycine and proline would be two acceptable substitutions (i.e., 

they occur within C. elegans END-1 and ELT-5, respectively).  Upon testing glycine, 

leucine, proline, arginine, serine, and threonine, we were intrigued to find that Ala30Gly and 

Ala30Pro bound the probes, although Ala30Gly showed considerably diminished binding 

ability.  Ala30Thr demonstrated very low binding affinity for each probe.  Ala30Ser also 

bound quite well, although it actually seemed to favor binding to the AGATAA and 

TGATAA cis-elements over TGATTA.  Although Ala30 only makes nonspecific contacts 
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with the sugar molecule of T23 (Figure 3.3), Ala30Ser appears to further reduce the affinity 

for GATT cis-elements.   

 The cysteine at position 31 is the fourth cysteine on the peptide chain necessary to 

chelate the zinc metal ion.  Cys31His represented the negative control for our experiments as 

mutating it disrupts zinc coordination.  As such, it was unable to bind to any of the probes 

tested.   

 Within nematodes, several proteins have replacements at position 32.  While the Cf of 

vertebrate GATA proteins possess an invariant glycine, those of nematodes show multiple 

changes including asparagine, serine, and phenylalanine.  Here, we analyzed the effects of 

two substitutions, Gly32Asn and Gly32Ser.  Gly32Asn demonstrated complete inability to 

bind DNA while Gly32Ser showed greatly reduced binding to AGATAA and TGATAA, and 

no binding to TGATTA.   

 The histidine at position 38, the terminal site of the α-helix, was shown to hydrogen 

bond with a phosphate of the complementary thymidine of A11 in the major groove 

(Omichinski et al. 1993).  Although this site is invariant in the Cf of vertebrate GATA zinc 

fingers, several substitutions appear to be acceptable.  In testing His38Arg, we found that 

binding ability had been maintained, though at a reduced level. 

 

Basic domain substitutions 

 Within the basic domain, which we have delimited as starting after the termination of 

the α-helix, the entropy at each site is considerably higher than what was observed in the zinc 

finger domain (Lowry and Atchley 2000).  Although, there were a few mutations that gave 

unexpected results, overall the effects of point mutations were much less severe.   
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 Based on evidence provided by Omichinski et al (1993), positions 42 and 43 

(arginine and proline) make no contacts, specific or nonspecific, with the DNA.  However, in 

our prior entropy analysis, these two sites appear to be well conserved (Lowry and Atchley 

2000).  Therefore, we tested two mutations, Arg42Gly and Pro43Ala.  Surprisingly, the 

Arg42Gly mutation completely abolished binding while Pro43Ala showed reduced binding 

affinity to AGATAA and TGATAA, but could not bind TGATTA.   

 Position 51, an invariant isoleucine in vertebrate Cfs, makes a nonspecific 

hydrophobic contact with the sugar molecule of A24 and is partly responsible for properly 

positioning the carboxyl terminus of the core domain (residues 2 to 51) in proximity to the 

second β strand (residues 11 to 14) (Omichinski et al. 1993).  Since it makes contact with the 

DNA, we made a substitution that reduced the volume, Ile51Ala, anticipating minimal effect 

on DNA-binding ability.  Instead, we found that it drastically reduced this function.   

 Many basic residues that make nonspecific contacts with the DNA are located within 

the carboxyl-terminal tail (positions 52-59).  For position Gln52, we substituted alanine, 

glutamic acid (similar volume, but negatively charged), and asparagine (same functional 

group, but slightly smaller).  We found that all maintained binding ability, although in order 

of descending strength Gln52Asn>Gln52Ala>>Gln52Glu.  The invariant threonine at 

position 53 was conservatively substituted with serine (same functional group, but slightly 

smaller).  Surprisingly, this greatly reduced binding strength to each probe.   

In testing the basic sites, we substituted each arginine with alanine or lysine.  

Similarly, we substituted each lysine with alanine or arginine.  Arg54Ala and Arg54Lys both 

drastically reduce binding efficiency.  Counterintuitively, Arg56Ala binds at a moderate 
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efficiency while Arg56Lys doesn't bind at all.  Lys57Ala, Lys57Arg, Lys59Ala, and 

Lys59Arg all bind DNA at moderately reduced efficiencies relative to wild type.   

 

Paired substitutions 

 In an attempt to rescue the effects of three point mutations (Trp18Met, Gly32Ser, and 

Gly32Asn) on DNA-binding kinetics, we selected substitutions that occurred together in 

other GATA zinc finger domains.  For example, Leu17 and Trp18 are replaced by 

methionines at both positions in several plant GATA proteins (Figure 3.8A).  The C. elegans 

END-1 zinc finger contains both Ala30Gly and Gly32Ser substitutions (Figure 3.8B).  

Above, we showed that Ala30Gly was able to weakly bind DNA while Gly32Ser showed no 

binding.  Another C. elegans protein, END-3, exhibits both Ala30Pro and Gly32Asn 

substitutions (Figure 3.8C).  We made three different constructs containing Leu17Met and 

Trp18Met, Ala30Gly and Gly32Ser, and Ala30Pro and Gly32Asn, respectively.  However, 

each construct harboring the paired substitutions failed to bind any DNA probe tested, 

suggesting that other compensatory substitutions may be crucial for DNA-binding.   

 By comparison, we generated another paired substitution construct containing two 

sites within the basic domain, His38Arg and Thr53Ala.  Contrary to the three constructs 

above, this one bound DNA with moderately reduced binding efficiency as compared to 

His38Arg.   
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Discussion 

 Given the recent evidence connecting GATA zinc finger mutations to heritable 

diseases as described in the introduction, we felt that a mutational analysis of this domain 

was needed.  Our results indicate that many single amino acid substitutions have dramatic 

effect on the binding kinetics of the GATA-6 Cf, especially within the zinc finger domain.  

Several of the sites tested here have been well conserved throughout evolution, particularly 

within vertebrates (Figure 3.3).   

 Previous results described in Sakai et al (1998) found that the order of binding 

preference of human GATA-6 Cf is GATA>GATT>GATC.  In vitro analyses for other 

vertebrate GATA proteins have also been examined demonstrating that there are slight 

differences in preference with regard to cis-elements (Ko and Engel 1993; Merika and Orkin 

1993).  For example, human GATA-3 exhibited a strong preference for adenine at position 6 

of the cis-element while human GATA-2 and mouse GATA-1 did not (Merika and Orkin 

1993).  Alternatively, Ko and Engel (1993) showed that chicken GATA-1 demonstrated a 

preference for adenine at position 6.  Comparison of the GATA-1 Cfs of mouse and chicken 

do reveal several differences within the zinc finger and basic domains that may affect binding 

preferences (Figure 3.3).   

 

In vitro binding assays 

Within the nine known vertebrate GATA-6 Cfs, 50/55 sites are identical (Figure 3.4).  

Therefore, our analysis using human GATA-6 Cf should be applicable to other GATA-6 

proteins, and to all vertebrate Cfs and other type IVa zinc fingers to some degree.  Although, 

we do not feel that these results are applicable to all type IV zinc finger proteins.  For 
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instance, several of the fungal and plant GATA proteins have a larger finger region (18-20 

amino acids between the second and third cysteine of the zinc finger as opposed to 17 for all 

vertebrate GATA proteins) that likely affects the tertiary structure and potential DNA 

interactions.  Case in point, Maxon and Herskowitz (2001) have shown that the consensus 

binding site for Ash1p of S. cerevisiae is YTGAT.  This cis-element consensus still retains 

the core "GAT", but shows no preference for sites at the 3' end.   

One objective was to ascertain whether the strong conservation observed within the 

vertebrate GATA zinc finger and basic domain was due to phylogenetic or 

structural/functional constraints.  Based on our results, it appears that many sites are 

functionally constrained with regard to DNA-binding.  Many of the substitutions examined 

within the context of human GATA-6 resulted in greatly diminished binding ability to each 

cis-element tested (Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7).  Two sites, Arg19 and Asn29, were shown to be 

necessary for binding.  Asn29 makes three specific contacts while Arg19 hydrogen bonds 

with G7 of the cis-element (Figure 3.3).  Therefore, we included them as invariant in our 

predictive motif for DNA-binding GATA proteins (Figure 3.9).   

We also provide evidence suggesting that two other substitutions, Ala30Ser and 

Trp18Phe, demonstrate specificity changes.  Ala30Ser appeared to favor binding to 

TGATAA over AGATAA, with greatly reduced binding to TGATTA (Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7). 

Although Ala30 is known to interact with T23 in a nonspecific manner (Figure 3.3), the 

bending of the DNA that occurs upon binding may be slightly different in TGATTA as 

compared to TGATAA or AGATAA and could explain the effects of the DNA substitution 

T23A.  However, it does not address the increased affinity for TGATAA over AGATAA.  

Alternatively, Trp18Phe demonstrated stronger binding to TGATTA by comparison.  As the 
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only function assigned to this site is that of structural stability, we can only presume that an 

indirect effect on specificity via slight structural modifications was induced by the 

substitution.   

 

Predictive motif 

 Ultimately, we wanted to provide a modification of the previously identified 

predictive motif that would represent GATA zinc fingers capable of binding DNA.  We have 

identified several sites that, upon substitution, severely diminished, but did not completely 

abolish, the binding capability of human GATA-6 Cf under the conditions used here.  

Determination of what constitutes a biologically relevant reduction in DNA-binding is 

needed.  In other words, does a 2-fold reduction in binding affinity within our assay 

sufficiently affect the in vivo DNA-binding function?  Maybe a 10-fold reduction in binding 

affinity measured in vitro is necessary to induce an in vivo effect.  Yu et al (2002a) reported 

that the Arg216Gln (Arg19Gln by our numbering) mutation within the N-terminal zinc finger 

(Nf) of human GATA-1 reduced the affinity for palindromic GATA cis-elements relative to 

that of wild type GATA-1.  Here, our assay has modified the normal environment in many 

ways, two of which are listed here.  First, we have removed 80% of the protein itself 

including the Nf, which functions in part by stabilizing DNA interactions.  Second, we have 

omitted cofactors such as FOG and FOG-2 that would stabilize or destabilize DNA-binding.  

Hence, we provide a conservatively modified motif, using the combined information of 

evolutionarily conserved sites and functional analyses performed here, to distinguish those 

GATA zinc fingers able to bind DNA (Figure 3.9).  We find Arg19 and Asn29 to be 

necessary for binding, while the functionally conserved Thr15 (Ser15 in some proteins) can 
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be changed to Ala15, although with reduction in DNA affinity.  Further, the invariant Gly24 

found in all type IVa zinc fingers described to date can also be replaced, as evident in 

Gly24Ala (Figure 3.5, 3.6, 3.7).  Comparison to this motif may yield multiple Type II errors 

(i.e., fail to reject the null hypothesis that a particular GATA zinc finger domain can bind 

DNA).  Our reasoning for this conservative estimate is in part due to the potential for 

interactions between sites.  Since we have shown three examples of paired substitutions that 

occur in functional nematode and plant GATA proteins did not work within the framework of 

human GATA-6 Cf, it is possible that substitutions at several additional sites may be 

necessary to restore binding ability.   
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Conclusions 

 This report provides new information into the functional analysis of GATA 

transcription factors with regard to DNA-binding.  Our results show that while several sites 

within the zinc finger are necessary for binding, most sites within the basic domain can be 

substituted.  However, we feel that the overall conservation of the basic charge within this 

domain is necessary for DNA-binding.  It is interesting to note that the basic domain of many 

GATA proteins in plants is not well conserved.  Perhaps there is a slightly different 

mechanism associated with DNA-binding by type IVb zinc fingers.  Clearly, structural 

determination of a type IVb zinc finger bound to DNA would provide much insight into this 

question.  Comparison of the amino acid sites making specific and nonspecific contacts with 

the DNA of type IVa (17 amino acids between Cys10 and Cys28) and IVb (18 amino acids) 

zinc fingers, as well as those with 19 and 20 amino acids, would also be very informative.   
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Figure 3.2  Competitive electrophoretic mobility shift assay. 
The fusion protein MBP::HsGATA6Cf::HIS6 was incubated with double-stranded DIG-
labelled oligonucleotide containing the AGATAA binding site (Appendix A).  Reactions 
contained either no competitor or 100-fold excess cold competitor containing consensus 
GATA binding sites as indicated above the gel.  In the last lane, 100-fold excess of double-
stranded oligonucleotide containing AGAGAA, not a consensus GATA binding site, was the 
competitor.  As expected, this competitor was unable to compete for the fusion protein.   
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A)  
Amino Acid Position Interactions with DNA  
Threonine 15 (Thr15) None; only maintains structural integrity of the zinc binding region 
Leucine 17 (Leu17) Specific, major groove: hydrophobic contacts with A6, G7, and T25 
Tryptophan 18 (Trp18) None; only maintains structural integrity of the zinc binding region 
Arginine 19 (Arg19) Nonspecific, major groove: salt bridge made with phosphate of G7 
Arginine 20 (Arg20) None; no function ascribed 
Glycine 24 (Gly24) None; no function ascribed 
Asparagine 29 (Asn29) Specific, major groove: hydrogen bonds with N6 atom of A24 and A8 
Alanine 30 (Ala30) Nonspecific, major groove: hydrophobic sugar contact with T23 
Cysteine 31 (Cys31) None; zinc coordination site and maintains structural integrity 
Glycine 32 (Gly32) None; no function ascribed 
Histidine 38 (His38) Nonspecific, major groove: salt bridge made with phosphate of T22  
Arginine 42 (Arg42) None; no function ascribed 
Proline 43 (Pro43) None; no function ascribed 
Isoleucine 51 (I51) Nonspecific, major groove: hydrophobic sugar contact with A24  
Glutamine 52 (Gln52) Nonspecific, minor groove: hydrogen bond with sugar O3' atom of T23 
Threonine 53 (Thr53) Nonspecific, minor groove: salt bridge with phosphate of T25  
Arginine 54 (Arg54) Nonspecific, minor groove: salt bridge with phosphate of C13  
Arginine 56 (Arg56) Nonspecific, minor groove: salt bridge with phosphate of C26 
Lysine 57 (Lys57) Specific, minor groove: hydrogen bond with O2 atom of T9  
Lysine 59 (Lys59) Nonspecific, minor groove: salt bridge with phosphate of T27  
  
B)       1                  16 

 5'-GTTGCAGATAAACATT-3' 

 3'-CAACGTCTATTTGTAA-5' 

    32                  17 

  

Figure 3.3  Summary of DNA interaction information of Omichinski et al (1993).  A)  List of the  
sites mutated in our study along with the respective functions identified for those of chicken  
GATA-1.  All sites are conserved between chicken GATA-1 and human GATA-6 except for Lys59 
(serine in chicken GATA-1).  B)  Double stranded oligonucleotide used in NMR structural  
determination included here for reference.  The GATA cis-element is in bold.   
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A)Gene name  Alignment 
                     1         2         3         4         5        5 
                     0         0         0         0         0        9 
GATA6_H(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA6_M(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA6_R(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK  
GATA6_P(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA6_C(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK  
GATA6A_X(Cf)    LACANCHTSTTTLWRRNTEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA6B_X(Cf)    LACANCHTTTTTLWRRNTEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA6_Z(Cf)     LSCANCQTSTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYTKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA6_Fr(Cf)    LSCANCQTSTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYTKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
INVARIANT:      L.CANC.T.TTTLWRRN.EGEPVCNACGLY.KLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
B) 
GATA1_H(Cf)     TQCTNCQTTTTTLWRRNASGDPVCNACGLYYKLHQVNRPLTMRKDGIQTRNRKAS 
GATA1_M(Cf)     TQCTNCQTTTTTLWRRNASGDPVCNACGLYFKLHQVNRPLTMRKDGIQTRNRKAS 
GATA1_R(Cf)     TQCTNCQTTTTTLWRRNASGDPVCNACGLYYKLHQVNRPLTMRKDGIQTRNRKAS 
GATA1_C(Cf)     TVCSNCQTSTTTLWRRSPMGDPVCNACGLYYKLHQVNRPLTMRKDGIQTRNRKVS  
GATA1A_X(Cf)    TQCSNCHTSTTTLWRRNASGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKVS  
GATA1B_X(Cf)    TQCSNCHTSTTTLWRRNAGGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKVS  
GATA1_Z(Cf)     TQCANCHTSTTTLWRRNASGEPVCNACGLYFKLHNVNRPLTMKKDGIQTRNRKVS  
GATA2_H(Cf)     TCCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS 
GATA2_M(Cf)     TCCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS 
GATA2_R(Cf)     TCCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS 
GATA2_C(Cf)     TCCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS  
GATA2_X(Cf)     TCCANCQTSTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS  
GATA2_Z(Cf)     TCCANCQTTTTTLWRRNGNGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNVNRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS  
GATA3_H(Cf)     TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS 
GATA3_M(Cf)     TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS 
GATA3_R(Cf)     TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS 
GATA3_C(Cf)     TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS  
GATA3_X(Cf)     TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS  
GATA3_Z(Cf)     TSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNANGDPVCNACGLYYKLHNINRPLTMKKEGIQTRNRKMS  
GATA4_H(Cf)     LSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMRKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA4_M(Cf)     LSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMRKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA4_R(Cf)     LSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMRKEGIQTRKRKPK  
GATA4_O(Cf)     LSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMRKEGIQTRKRKPK  
GATA4_Bt(Cf)    LSCANCQTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMRKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA4_C(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMRKEGIQTRKRKPK  
GATA4_X(Cf)     LSCANCHTTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK  
GATA4_Z(Cf)     LSCTNCQPTTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKEGIQTRKRKPK 
GATA5_H(Cf)     KPCTNCHTTNTTLWRRNSEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPK 
GATA5_M(Cf)     LCCSNCHTATTTLWRRNSEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPE 
GATA5_R(Cf)     LCCSNCHTATTTLWRRDGEGHYLCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPK  
GATA5_C(Cf)     LCCTNCHTTNTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPK  
GATA5A_X(Cf)    LCCTNCHTSTTTLWRRNSEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPK  
GATA5B_X(Cf)    LCCTNCHTSTTTLWRRNSEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPK  
GATA5_Z(Cf)     LCCTNCHTSTTTLWRRNAEGEPVCNACGLYMKLHGVPRPLAMKKESIQTRKRKPK 
OVERALL 
INVARIANT:      ..C.NC....TTLWRR...G...CNACGLY.KLH...RPL.M.K..IQTR.RK.. 
 
Figure 3.4:  A) Alignment of the Cf and basic domain of GATA-6 of eight vertebrates showing 50/55 invariant sites 
demonstrating the high level of conservation.  B) Alignment of the Cf of all known vertebrate GATA-1 through GATA-5 
showing 31/55 invariant sites (H: human; M: mouse; R: rat; O: sheep; P: Pig; C: chicken; X: Xenopus; Z: zebrafish; Fr: 
Fugu rubripes).  Numbering is based on Omichinski et al (1993).  Cf indicates C-terminal zinc finger.   
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Figure 3.5 Electromobility shift assay of each mutation tested as compared with wild type (wt) using
DIG-labelled probe with AGATAA binding site.  Top exposures are 30 minutes while bottom exposures are 
10 hours.  Bound (B) and free (F)  probe are identified by the arrows on the left. 
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Figure 3.6 Electromobility shift assay of each mutation tested as compared with wild type (wt) using
DIG-labelled probe with TGATAA binding site.  Bound and free probe are identified by the arrows 
on the left. 
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Figure 3.7 Electromobility shift assay of each mutation tested as compared with wild type (wt) using
DIG-labelled probe with TGATTA binding site.  Bound and free probe are identified by the arrows 
on the left. 
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A) 
 
GATA6_H(Cf)      LSCAN--CH-TTT-TTLWRRNAEGE-PVCNACGLYM-KLHGVP--RPLAMKKEG----IQTRKRKPK 
ACGtoGCS         LSCAN--CH-TTT-TTLWRRNAEGE-PVCNGCSLYM-KLHGVP--RPLAMKKEG----IQTRKRKPK 
END1_Ce          SVCSNPNCR-TRE-TTLWRRTDSGA-IECNGCSLYF-RKNGIQ--RPAELCRKT----IMKRNRRPR 
 
 

B) 
 
GATA6_H(Cf)      LSCAN--CH-TTT-TTLWRRNAEGE-PVCNACGLYM-KLHGVP--RPLAMKKEG----IQTRKRKPK 
ACGtoPCN         LSCAN--CH-TTT-TTLWRRNAEGE-PVCNPCNLYM-KLHGVP--RPLAMKKEG----IQTRKRKPK 
END3_Ce          SSCSN--CG-CRE-TKLWRRNEQGE-TECNPCNLYE-RVKGHK--RPQHLWNKP----AAKRRRRPV 
 
 

C) 
 
GATA6_H(Cf)      LSCAN--CH-TTT-TTLWRRNAEGE-PVCNACGLYM-KLHGVP--RPLAMKKEG----IQTRKRKPK 
LwtoMM           LSCAN--CH-TTT-TTMMRRNAEGE-PVCNACGLYM-KLHGVP--RPLAMKKEG----IQTRKRKPK 
ZIM_At           ISCTH--CGISSKCTPMMRRGPSGPRTLCNACGLFWANRGTLRDLSKKTEENQLALMKPDDGGSVAD 
AB023045_At      VLCRH--CGTSEKSTPMMRRGPDGPRTLCNACGLMWANKGTLRDLSKVPPPQTPQHLSLNKNEDANL 
At1g51600_At     ISCRH--CGIGEKSTPMMRRGPAGPRTLCNACGLMWANKGAFRDLSKAS-PQTAQNLPLNKNEDANL 
 
 

Figure 3.8:  Alignment of sites 5-59 of human GATA-6 Cf with that of naturally occurring proteins of 
nematode and Arabidopsis.  In each of A-C, we include the constructs harboring the respective mutations (in 
bold) below that of human GATA-6 Cf.   
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   CX2-4CX4(T,S,A)X2-3(W,Y)RX8-11CNXC 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9:  Predictive motif for the type IVa zinc finger DNA-binding domain of GATA proteins.   
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Conclusions 

Within this collection of works, we have used phylogenetic, molecular, and 

biochemical tools to analyze the evolution of the GATA family of transcription factors.  

Similar to other transcription factor families, the DNA-binding domain of the GATA proteins 

is the only region that has been maintained throughout evolution.  As such, our analyses were 

focused on this domain.   

 In performing the phylogenetic analysis, we found that the ancestral GATA protein 

contained a single GATA zinc finger domain.  Due to the existence of proteins with two type 

IV zinc finger domains, we inferred that a single tandem duplication preceding the 

divergence of fungi and metazoans provided sufficient explanation.  Most importantly, we 

constructed a predictive motif for the identification of GATA genes and proteins for future 

studies, including analysis of whole genomes and transcriptomes.   

 Subsequent to the phylogenetic studies, we proceeded to analyze the impressive 

amount of genomic and EST sequence produced by the various respective genome and 

transcriptome projects.  Our studies uncovered numerous gene duplication events, including 

tandem duplications, within most genomes that were examined.  In particular, the rice and 

Arabidopsis thaliana genomes have expanded their total number of GATA genes to more 

than three times that of any fungal or metazoan genome included in our analysis, with the 

exception of nematodes.  The two nematode genomes revealed several tandem gene 

duplications resulting in expansion of the total number of GATA genes contained therein.   

 One of the more interesting observations of the genome surveys concerns the multiple 

expansions and contractions that have occurred between the second and third cysteines 

within the zinc finger domain.  While most of the GATA zinc fingers can be classified as 
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type IVa (17 amino acids) and type IVb (18 amino acids), there are several proteins with 19 

and 20 amino acids within this region.  In examining the rice genome, we found one protein 

that contained two type IV zinc fingers, one of which had only 16 amino acids in the 

corresponding region.  A similar sized (16 amino acids) type IV zinc finger was found within 

one of the two GATA proteins of Encephalitozoon cuniculi.  In comparing the two available 

insect genomes, we identified the loss of a type IV zinc finger within GATAe of Drosophila 

that has been maintained in Anopheles.  The corresponding region in Drosophila has 

maintained the four cysteine residues, but only 12 amino acids are found between the second 

and third cysteines.  Taken together, one might suggest that the group of proteins containing 

the C2/C2 type of zinc fingers may have a monophyletic origin, thereby providing an 

interesting topic for future analysis.   

 Analysis of the transcriptional evidence found within dbEST enabled the discovery of 

multiple instances of alternative splicing, almost exclusively within insects and vertebrates.  

Further, several examples of improper splicing observed within GATA ESTs isolated from 

cancerous human tissues producing purportedly nonfunctional proteins could provide clues 

into the transcriptional makeup of those tissues.   

 Our final contribution to this work provided some insight into the relative flexibility 

in primary structure of the type IV zinc finger domain.  By combining the phylogenetic and 

three-dimensional structure information (Omichinski et al. 1993, Starich et al. 1998a) with 

our site-directed mutational analysis, we have expanded the mass of knowledge with respect 

to DNA-binding.  Within the context of our in vitro binding assays, we examined 39 single 

substitutions and four paired substitutions to the Cf of human GATA-6.  The goal was to 

examine the predictive motif to separate the functional constraints from the phylogenetic 
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ones with respect to DNA-binding.  With one exception, every substitution resulted in 

reduced binding affinity, suggestive of predominantly functional or structural constraints.  

This was somewhat surprising as many of the mutations were conservative in size or 

functional group, or were based on substitutions observed in nature.  However, many of the 

sites selected made contact with the DNA and/or were very well conserved throughout 

evolution.   

 Future directions to follow this research should address several questions left 

unresolved by the current body of knowledge.  First, to address the issue of expansion and 

contraction between the second and third cysteines, NMR or X-ray crystallography studies of 

GATA zinc fingers with 16, 18, 19, or 20 amino acids bound to DNA would be useful to 

ascertain whether the same sites are involved in direct DNA contact.  The current literature 

already reveals an altered consensus binding site (YTGAT) for ASH1, a protein with 20 

amino acids in the region of interest (Maxon and Herskowitz 2001).  Second, following the 

completion of additional genomes, further evidence tracing the evolutionary history of this 

gene family could be obtained to answer questions regarding timing of the duplication 

events.  Finally, an extensive evolutionary analysis on all C2/C2 type zinc fingers comparing 

primary, secondary, and tertiary structure may reveal a monophyletic origin for this protein 

domain.   
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Appendix A 

 

Oligonucleotides used in biochemical analyses 

 
This section describes the various oligonucleotides synthesized for PCR amplification, site-

directed mutagenesis, and electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA).   For each 

mutagenic oligonucleotide, we include the translated peptide below the DNA sequence.  The 

effective amino acid change is indicated in bold (Figure A.1).  Figure A.2 provides an 

alignment of the mutagenic oligonucleotides with the human GATA-6 C-terminal zinc finger 

and basic domain.   
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Figure A.1  List of oligonucleotides.   
Included is a list of all oligonucleotides used in our analyses.  (A) List of oligonucleotides 
used in site-directed mutagenesis studies described in Chapter 3.  Each is named based on 
position within the human GATA-6 C-terminal zinc finger (Cf).  Each is spaced to 
demonstrate distinct codons.  Below each oligonucleotide sequence is the amino acid 
encoded by the respective codons.  Amino acids that result from the mutagenic 
oligonucleotides are shown in bold.  (B) List of complementary oligonucleotides used in 
electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA).  The bold portion indicates the GATA binding 
site.  However, the last two complementary oligonucleotides include a non-consensus GATA 
binding site and are therefore used together as a negative control.  (C) Oligonucleotides 
specific to the vector pMAL-c2x (New England Biolabs).  (D) Oligonucleotides (not 
mutagenic) specific to the human GATA-6 coding sequence used in PCR amplification.   
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(A) MUTAGENIC OLIGONUCLEOTIDES: 
 
G6T15A  CAC ACC ACA ACT GCC ACC TTA TGG C 
   H   T   T   T   A   T   L   W  
G6T15Y  CAC ACC ACA ACT TAC ACC TTA TGG CG 
   H   T   T   T   Y   T   L   W    
G6T16P  CAC ACC ACA ACT ACC CCC TTA TGG CGC AG 
   H   T   T   T   T   P   L   W   R   
G6L17M  CAC ACC ACA ACT ACC ACC ATG TGG CGC AGA AAC  

 H   T   T   T   T   T   M   W   R   R   N 
G6L17Q  CAC ACC ACA ACT ACC ACC CAA TGG CGC AGA AAC 

 H   T   T   T   T   T   Q   W   R   R   N 
G6W18F  ACC ACC TTA TTT CGC AGA AAC GCC  
   T   T   L   F   R   R   N   A 
G6W18M  ACC ACC TTA ATG CGC AGA AAC GCC  
   T   T   L   M   R   R   N   A 
G6W18Y  ACC ACC TTA TAT CGC AGA AAC GCC  
   T   T   L   Y   R   R   N   A 
G6R19H  ACC ACC TTA TGG CAC AGA AAC GCC G 
   T   T   L   W   H   R   N   A 
G6R19K  ACC ACC TTA TGG AAG AGA AAC GCC G 
   T   T   L   W   K   R   N   A 
G6R20E  ACC ACC TTA TGG CGC GAA AAC GCC GAG GGT G 
   T   T   L   W   R   E   N   A   E   G 
G6R20K  ACC ACC TTA TGG CGC AAA AAC GCC GAG GGT G 
   T   T   L   W   R   K   N   A   E   G 
G6G24A  GG CGC AGA AAC GCC GAG GCT GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT G  
      R   R   N   A   E   A   E   P   V   C   N  
G6G24R  GG CGC AGA AAC GCC GAG CGT GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT G  
      R   R   N   A   E   R   E   P   V   C   N   
G6N29D  GAA CCC GTG TGC GAT GCT TGT GGA CTC  
   E   P   V   C   D   A   C   G   L 
G6N29Q  GAA CCC GTG TGC CAA GCT TGT GGA CTC  
   E   P   V   C   Q   A   C   G   L 
G6A30G  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT GGT TGT GGA CTC TAC ATG  
   E   P   V   C   N   G   C   G   L   Y   M 
G6A30L  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT CTT TGT GGA CTC TAC ATG  
   E   P   V   C   N   L   C   G   L   Y   M 
G6A30P  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT CCT TGT GGA CTC  
   E   P   V   C   N   P   C   G   L 
G6A30R  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT CGT TGT GGA CTC TAC ATG  
   E   P   V   C   N   R   C   G   L   Y   M 
G6A30S  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT TCT TGT GGA CTC  
   E   P   V   C   N   S   C   G   L 
G6A30T  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT ACT TGT GGA CTC TAC ATG  
   E   P   V   C   N   T   C   G   L   Y   M 
G6C31H  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT GCT CAT GGA CTC TAC ATG  
   E   P   V   C   N   A   H   G   L   Y   M 
G6G32N  G TGC AAT GCT TGT AAC CTC TAC ATG AAA C 
     C   N   A   C   N   L   Y   M   K 
G6G32S  G TGC AAT GCT TGT AGC CTC TAC ATG AAA C 
     C   N   A   C   S   L   Y   M   K 
G6R42G  C CAT GGG GTG CCC GGA CCA CTT GCT ATG 
     H   G   V   P   G   P   L   A   M 
G6P43A  GGG GTG CCC AGA GCA CTT GCT ATG AAA  
   G   V   P   R   A   L   A   M   K 
G6I51A  G AAA AAA GAG GGA GCT CAA ACC AGG AAA CG  
     K   K   E   G   A   Q   T   R   K 
G6I51L  G AAA AAA GAG GGA CTT CAA ACC AGG AAA CG  
     K   K   E   G   L   Q   T   R   K 
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Figure A.1 continued 
 
G6Q52A  G AAA AAA GAG GGA ATT GCA ACC AGG AAA CG  
     K   K   E   G   I   A   T   R   K 
G6Q52E  G AAA AAA GAG GGA ATT GAA ACC AGG AAA CG  
     K   K   E   G   I   E   T   R   K 
G6Q52N  G AAA AAA GAG GGA ATT AAC ACC AGG AAA CG  
     K   K   E   G   I   N   T   R   K 
G6T53A  G AAA AAA GAG GGT ATT CAA GCC AGG AAA CGA AAA CC  
     K   K   E   G   I   Q   A   R   K   R   K 
G6T53S  G AAA AAA GAG GGT ATT CAA AGC AGG AAA CGA AAA CC  
     K   K   E   G   I   Q   S   R   K   R   K 
G6R54A  G AAA AAA GAG GGT ATT CAA ACC GCG AAA CGA AAA CCT A 
     K   K   E   G   I   Q   T   A   K   R   K   P 
G6R54K  G AAA AAA GAG GGT ATT CAA ACC AAG AAA CGA AAA CCT A 
     K   K   E   G   I   Q   T   K   K   R   K   P 
G6R56A  T CAA ACC AGG AAA GCA AAA CCT AAG AAC ATA 
     Q   T   R   K   A   K   P   K   N   I 
G6R56K  T CAA ACC AGG AAA AAA AAA CCT AAG AAC ATA 
     Q   T   R   K   K   K   P   K   N   I 
G6K57A  T CAA ACC AGG AAA CGA GCA CCT AAG AAC ATA AAT 
     Q   T   R   K   R   A   P   K   N   I   N 
G6K57R  T CAA ACC AGG AAA CGA AGA CCT AAG AAC ATA AAT 
     Q   T   R   K   R   R   P   K   N   I   N 
G6K59A  T CAA ACC AGG AAA CGA AAA CCT GCG AAC ATA AAT AAA TC  
     Q   T   R   K   R   K   P   A   N   I   N   K 
G6K59R  T CAA ACC AGG AAA CGA AAA CCT AGG AAC ATA AAT AAA TC  
     Q   T   R   K   R   K   P   R   N   I   N   K 
G6LWtoMM CAC ACC ACA ACT ACC ACC ATG ATG CGC AGA AAC GCC G 
   H   T   T   T   T   T   M   M   R   R   N   A 
G6ACG30GCS  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT GGT TGT AGC CTC TAC ATG AAA CTC  
   E   P   V   C   N   G   C   S   L   Y   M   K   L 
G6ACG30PCN  GAA CCC GTG TGC AAT CCT TGT AAC CTC TAC ATG 
   E   P   V   C   N   P   C   N   L   Y   M 
 
 

(B) BINDING SITE OLIGONUCLEOTIDES: 
 
sG6AGATAA37  5’-AAT TCC TGT CAA GTC TCC AGA TAA CCT GAG TGT CAT G-3’ 
aG6AGATAA37  3’-GG ACA GTT CAG AGG TCT ATT GGA CTC ACA GTA CAG TC-5’ 
 
sG6TGATAA37  5’-AAT TCC TGT CAA GTC TCC TGA TAA CCT GAG TGT CAT G-3’ 
aG6TGATAA37       3’-GG ACA GTT CAG AGG ACT ATT GGA CTC ACA GTA CAG TC-5’ 
 
sG6CGATAA37  5’-AAT TCC TGT CAA GTC TCC CGA TAA CCT GAG TGT CAT G-3’ 
aG6CGATAA37       3’-GG ACA GTT CAG AGG GCT ATT GGA CTC ACA GTA CAG TC-5’ 
 
sG6TGATTA37  5’-AAT TCC TGT CAA GTC TCC TGA TTA CCT GAG TGT CAT G-3’ 
aG6TGATTA37       3’-GG ACA GTT CAG AGG ACT AAT GGA CTC ACA GTA CAG TC-5’ 
 
sG6AGAGAA37  5’-AAT TCC TGT CAA GTC TCC AGA GAA CCT GAG TGT CAT G-3’ 
aG6AGAGAA37       3’-GG ACA GTT CAG AGG TCT CTT GGA CTC ACA GTA CAG TC-5’ 
 
 

(C) VECTOR OLIGONUCLEOTIDES: 
 
pMAL-NT   GGT CGT CAG ACT GTC GAT GAA GCC  
pMAL-CT   GTG CTG CAA GGC GAT TAA GTT GGG  
pMAL-NT2   CTG CTG ACT GAT GAA GGT CTG GAA G 
pMAL-CT2   CTA CGG CGT TTC ACT TCT GAG TTC G 
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Figure A.1 continued 
 
pMAL-CT3   GCA AGG CGA TTA AGT TGG GTA ACG  
CTtopoHISBglII  CGA CAG ATC TGT TAT TGC TCA GCT AAG GTT TCT TC 
CTtopoHISXhoI  CGA CCT CGA GGT TAT TGC TCA GCT AAG GTT TCT TC 
CTTOPOHISSalI  CTG CAG GTC GAC GTT ATT GCT CAG CTA AGG TTT CTT C 
 

(D) GATA6 OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 
 
G6rmIntEcoRI       ATG AAA AAA GAG GGT ATT CAA ACC AGG  
G6CFNMEcoRI       GAT GGA ATT CCC TTC ATC ACG GCG GCT TGG ATT GTC C 
G6CFBamHI       CGA CGG ATC CTC AGG AAG TTG GAG TCA TGG GAA TGG  
G6CFCBamHI       GGA TCC AGA GCA AGT CTT TGA TTT ATT  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HsGATA6Cf  ccttcatcacggcggcttggattgtcctgtgccaactgtcacaccacaactaccaccttatggcgcagaaacgccgagggt
P  S  S  R  R  L  G  L  S  C  A  N  C  H  T  T  T  T T  L  W  R  R  N  A  E  G

G6T15A,Y
G6T16P
G6L17M,Q
G6W18F,M,Y
G6LWtoMM
G6R19H,K
G6R20E,K
G6G24A,R (continued on next line)

HsGATA6Cf  gaacccgtgtgcaatgcttgtggactctacatgaaactccatggggtgcccagaccacttgct
E  P  V  C  N  A  C  G  L  Y  M  K  L  H  G  V  P  R  P  L  A

G6G24A,R 
G6N29D,Q
G6A30G,L,
P,R,S,T

G6ACG30GCS
G6ACG30PCN
G6C31H
G6G32N,S
G6R42G
G6P43A (continued on next line)

HsGATA6Cf  atgaaaaaagagggaattcaaaccaggaaacgaaaacctaagaacataaataaatcaaagacttgctctg
M  K  K  E  G  I  Q  T  R  K  R  K  P  K  N  I  N  K S  K  T  C  S 

G6P43A
G6I51A,L
G6Q52A,E,N
G6T53A,S
G6R54A,K
G6R56A,K
G6K57A,R
G6K59A,R
Figure A.2  Schematic showing oligonucleotide positions
Schematic alignment of mutagenic oligonucleotide positions with respect to human GATA-6 C-terminal zinc finger and basic domain, exons 
four and five.  Oligonucleotide names are located to the left and corresponding positions are indicated by the respective arrows. 
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